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Abstract 

Selecting the most appropriate cranes and identifying ideal crane locations on site 

can improve the productivity and safety of large-scale construction projects. A 

significant proportion of crane accidents have been caused by improper crane 

selection, lack of a proper crane support system, or a failure to calculate actual 

support reactions. This research presents a methodology to select feasible crane 

and optimize crane locations by evaluating the crane support reactions. This 

research seeks to provide practitioners with a methodology for successful crane 

operations through the utilization of decision support system. The developed 

system assists in proper crane selection, and also calculates the crane support 

reactions in order to design the support system. The proposed methodology 

optimizes the load moments for all lifted loads in order to identify the ideal crane 

location, which can in turn assist in selecting the most appropriate crane. Three 

case studies are described in order to demonstrate the use of the presented 

methodology for improving crane operations. This research aims to establish 

crane operational standardization for large projects involving multiple heavy lifts, 

such as modular building construction and Alberta Oil-Sands projects. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Motivation and Background  

Cranes are widely used in the construction industry to improve construction 

efficiency and to facilitate the on-site assembly of prefabricated components. 

The use of machinery in the construction industry has always been a major cost 

element, and cranes are among the most expensive types of construction 

equipment. Construction is one of the most hazardous industries in terms of 

safety, and in most countries it experiences the highest percentage of fatalities 

(Suraji et al., 2001). Among numerous factors involved in construction 

accidents, cranes contribute to as many as 33% of total deaths and injuries 

experienced in the industry (Neitzel et al., 2001). Careful and detailed planning 

of crane operations is crucial to the success of any project, which will consist of 

various tasks; errors in crane lift planning can cause schedule delays and 

increase project costs. Due to the competitiveness of the construction industry, 

contractors need to analyze the capacity and capability of key resources in order 

to reduce the cost and time of construction. A common link among most mobile 

crane accidents is human-related factors, such as poor design or improper crane 

selection (www.craneaccidents.com). Use of mobile cranes has represented over 

84% of fatalities in the use of cranes (Beavers et al. 2006). In the United States 

the construction industry accounts for 19.4% of work place fatalities and 12.3% 

of occupational injuries and illnesses, in spite of the fact that construction 

workers represent only 4.8% of the U.S. work force (Abudayyeh et al. 2003). 

This fact is critical considering that cranes maintain a central role in building 
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projects, and mobile cranes in particular have dominated the North American 

market (Shapira et al. 2007).  

Although wind is often ignored as one of the governing factors for crane 

operations; crane operation safety and failure analyses identify wind as an 

important factor (Shapira and Lyachin, 2009). Existing crane selection models 

do not consider construction stoppage due to high wind as a selection factor, 

even though high wind speed affects a crane’s lifting operations and creates 

safety hazards. According to crane manufacturers’ information on maximum 

allowable wind speeds, tower cranes have the advantage of usability in higher 

wind speeds (on average 9-14 m/s for mobile crane compared to 15-20 m/s for 

tower crane). It is thus necessary to consider wind as a factor while selecting a 

crane for a project, especially if the construction site faces significant wind 

exposure. Considering the effect of wind is not only important in terms of the 

instability of crane, but also in regards to lift scheduling, especially when the 

wind speed rises above the allowable limit set by crane manufacturers. 

At present, planning of crane operations is primarily performed manually by 

experts based on experience. Efficient utilization of cranes greatly depends on 

skilled judgments that account for a number of technical, scheduling, and 

financial factors. As the number of work tasks and the demand for crane 

operations increases, planners may be required to make decisions regarding job 

conditions for a particular situation. Although lift planning and crane selection 

have received considerable attention from practitioners in recent decades, the 

developed approaches to select the best possible crane do not necessarily result 
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in an optimum crane selection. Several researchers have developed approaches 

for optimizing site layout. In these approaches specific constraints such as safety, 

time, and cost are taken into account in order to determine optimum crane 

locations. However, none of these studies have considered the crane support 

reactions and possible crane instability due to lifting different loads in variable 

radius. Thus, using these developed approaches to select the most appropriate 

crane and location will not necessarily result in a best crane selection.  

To select the most appropriate crane, this research presents a mathematical 

model which identifies the ideal crane location and provides the maximum 

capacity required to lift all given loads by minimizing the ultimate moment 

created on the crane base due to different load pick points, set points, or weights 

of the lifted loads. Given that careful planning of crane lift operations is essential 

to the success of construction projects, since errors in planning could cause 

schedule delays and cost overruns, lifting schedules can be enhanced through the 

optimization of source location and crane swing.  

1.2 Research Objective  

The hypothesis of this research is  

“Improving the crane selection process and designing crane support systems 

for large construction projects by evaluating wind and environmental impacts 

and optimizing crane location, which could reduce the risk associated on 

crane operations.” 

The research hypothesis will be accomplished by the following process:  
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(i) Identifying the most suitable crane, considering technical factors, wind 

effects, environment (carbon footprint), productivity and cost;  

(ii) Evaluating the stability of the selected crane due to the critical loads; 

(iii) Analysing the crane instability due to heavy winds; 

(iv)  Identifying the best possible crane location;  

(v) Developing decision support system which can assist in selecting the 

most appropriate crane. 

1.3 Organization of the Thesis 

The thesis is organized into five chapters; Chapters 2-5 are outlined below: 

Chapter 2 (Literature Review) includes a summary of the previous research 

related to lift planning and selection of cranes for construction. The application 

of simulation, database management, and 3D animation for crane planning in the 

construction field are described in this chapter. Chapter 3 (Proposed 

Methodology) presents a crane selection decision support system satisfying 

stability, wind, productivity, carbon footprint and cost. Chapter 4 (Case Studies) 

describes the usefulness of the proposed methodology by describing three case 

examples. Chapter 5 (Conclusion and Recommendations) summarizes this work 

and outlines research contributions and specific limitations. This chapter also 

lists several research directions which merit further investigation to broaden the 

application of this research. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

2.1 Introduction 

The literature review for this research was conducted on the basis of the need for 

lift planning tools. Lift planning for heavy lifts on major industrial construction 

projects is time-consuming, and traditional industrial project management 

processes are often deficient in terms of the sharing of information among 

different workers or parties. In order to address these challenges, engineers and 

researchers utilize computer technology to automate the crane planning process 

and develop visualization models. This chapter presents a summary of the 

existing research related to crane selection, visualization, and site-layout 

optimization, and provides the roadmap for the development in this research of 

decision support system for crane selection which analyzes crane stability. 

2.2 Past Research on Crane Selection Process  

Current research in the domain of construction cranes focuses primarily on 

developing tools to assist practitioners in the crane selection process. Furusaka 

and Gray (1984) developed a model for the selection of the optimum crane for 

any given specific construction site. Gray and Little (1985) developed a crane 

selection model where each possible choice was financially evaluated and the 

final choice was made on practical and economic grounds. The authors also 

developed a computer-based expert system which greatly simplified the crane 

selection process. The developed system has two components. First, the graphics 

routine is used to consider the implications of the building's shape, load 
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distribution and possible crane location. This information is then used as input 

during the second part, which asks a series of questions to work through the 

decision flowcharts described in the paper. Output is presented as the best option 

for each selected type of crane, which is then evaluated financially to enable the 

least cost option to be selected. Alkass et al. (1997) described a methodology for 

crane selection for construction projects. The methodology is incorporated into 

an integrated computer system capable of advising users on the selection of 

appropriate cranes for their construction projects. Expert's knowledge has been 

captured, classified and coded in the system's knowledge-base. The system 

integrates a knowledge-base with algorithmic programs, and commercially 

available tools such as: database management, spreadsheet applications, graphics 

and simulations. The system utilizes Object Oriented Programming 

characteristics of the abstraction, inheritance, modularity, and encapsulation of 

data. The system allows for the stored data and knowledge to be accessed by all 

parties involved in the crane selection process. It is also capable of facilitating 

user friendly interface. Description of the methods and current practices used for 

cranes selection for construction projects is also presented. A fuzzy logic 

approach to selecting the best crane type for a construction task from a list of 

selected crane types was established by Hanna and Lotfallah (1999). Relational 

database management systems (DBMSs) are widely used to model data using a 

simple table-type structure without having to predefine the inter-data-relations. 

Al-Hussein et al. (2000) developed a database designed to house information 

related to cranes, their geometric lifting configuration specifications, and their 
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lifting capacities based on the information provided by manufacturers in crane 

lifting capacity charts. Al-Hussein et al. (2001) described a methodology for 

crane selection for construction projects. The methodology is incorporated into 

an integrated computer system capable of advising users on the selection of 

feasible cranes from a previously developed crane database. Sawhney and Mund 

(2002) developed a prototype integrated crane selection tool, IntelliCranes, based 

on adaptive probabilistic neural networks, which assists in both crane type and 

crane model selection. Al-Hussein et al. (2005) developed an optimization 

algorithm for the selection and location of mobile cranes on construction sites. 

The developed algorithm and its optimization module provide practitioners with 

a powerful, accurate, and instant evaluation tool for assessing lift configurations 

retrieved from the crane’s database. It overcomes the limitations arising from the 

use of the limited information provided by the cranes’ manufacturers in the form 

of lift-capacity charts. The algorithm has been implemented and coded using the 

Microsoft Visual Basic programming language and its optimization module 

developed using Microsoft Solver. Taghaddos et al. (2010) developed a 

simulation-based approach for the heavy lift planning of industrial projects 

which assists practitioners in selecting mobile cranes, locations, and 

configurations for different lifts, and producing a schedule to reduce total cost 

and overall construction time. Furthermore, Hermann et al. (2011) proposed a 

crane selection methodology for lifting long vessels in industrial projects. 

Usually, crane selections for lifting heavy-pressure vessels are based on the 

heaviest lift and/or the largest lift radius, and the potential crane and pick 
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position are identified by an experienced lift engineer. For two-crane lift 

operations, there are few written guidelines or published scholarly articles. 

Hermann et al. (2011) did propose a guideline for making two-crane lifts with 

only one crane. However, none of the developed methodologies for crane 

selection have considered crane location optimization during the selection 

process. Moreover, in order to obtain the most appropriate crane, this research 

presents a methodology in which the crane location and selection optimizations 

are carried out simultaneously. 

2.3 Past Research on Simulation and Visualization of Crane Operations 

Current research in the domain of crane simulation focuses primarily on 

developing tools to assist practitioners in the crane scheduling process. Leung 

and Tam (2003) demonstrated that simulation can be used to improve the 

scheduling strategies and reviewing the floor construction schedule. Appleton et 

al. (2002) developed a special purpose simulation model using priority rating 

logic. Shi and AbouRizk (1997) presented a resource-based modeling method 

for construction simulation. Shi (1999), for instance, developed a simulation 

method based on construction activity. Kamat and Martinez (2001) demonstrated 

that process-based simulation could be used to analyze crane operations by 

modeling the dynamic movement of cranes as well as the interaction between the 

crane and the lifted material during a given operation. Computer models for 

planning heavy and critical lifts have also been made available using integer 

programming and optimization techniques (Lin and Haas 1996). All these 

simulation models are helpful in better understanding construction operations. 
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However, these researchers have not considered continuous flow in their 

simulation models which reduces the waiting time and increase the productivity 

of crane operations. In order to introduce continuous flow into crane operation 

planning, productivity improvement strategies can be applied in conjunction 

with lean principles. Lean theory has been used by the manufacturing company 

for several years. The goal of Lean is to provide products or services to 

customers with the highest quality, at the lowest cost, and in the shortest time by 

eliminating waste. Lean principles can improve crane operation performances, 

along with the quality of the work performed. Hasan et al (2010b) presented an 

integrated system dynamics model with Lean concepts to simulate tower crane 

operations. 

Where jobsites are tightly congested, using a series of 2D or 3D drawings helps 

engineers to select and plan for mobile cranes. Al-Hussein et al. (2006) noted 

that 3D visualization is helpful in the verification and validation of crane 

operations, and can be a useful tool to improve the productivity of crane 

operation. A basic 4D Computer-aided design (CAD) simulation model, 

meanwhile, allows users to visualize the expected evolution of building 

structures during a given period of construction based on the schedule of 

activities. In specific, these drawings show where cranes are expected to be 

located at different periods of time during the construction process (Akinci et al., 

2003). Sivakumar et al. (2003) developed an approach for coordinating motions 

of multiple cooperative cranes during material lifting operations based on a robot 

path planning algorithm. Kamat and Martinez (2004) developed VITASCOPE 
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for the purpose of generating and displaying 3D animations of the motion of 

pieces of equipment during construction based on a simulation model. An 

integrated system has been proposed by Hermann et al. (2010) which selects the 

crane position, optimizes the crane scheduling, and object placement, and 

provides a 4D animation function. Wu et al. (2011) incorporated the designed 

algorithm to select mobile cranes for integration into the 3D computer-aided 

system. AlBahnassi and Hammad (2012) presented a framework for near real-

time motion planning of cranes which satisfies safety requirements and 

efficiently considers the dynamic properties of construction sites. A data-driven 

remote monitoring and alarming system for tower crane operations has also been 

developed which integrates field data and 3D simulation (Li and Liu 2012). 

However, none of the developed visualization models for crane operations 

identify the possible crane instability caused by strong winds. This research thus 

presents a methodology to implement the safe operation of cranes by identifying 

possible crane instability caused by strong winds using Building information 

modeling (Hasan et al. 2012). 

2.4 Past Research on Crane Safety 

Construction is one of the most hazardous industries in terms of safety, as in 

most countries it experiences the highest percentage of fatalities (Suraji et. al. 

2001). North America is no exception in this regard, where the highest 

percentage of work related fatalities takes place in construction (Behm 2005). 

According to a study by the Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

(OSHA), in the United States crane accidents claim 50 lives every year, with 
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over 500 construction workers having perished in crane accidents between 1984 

and 1994. A report by Workers Compensation Board shows that construction 

constitutes 34.4% of all occupational fatalities in Alberta, which is by far the 

highest among all industries. Safety in construction is therefore considered a 

major issue for many years now; however, hazard rate in the industry still 

remains high. Construction entails many complex and dynamic processes 

involving numerous resources and equipment, and crane is certainly one of the 

most important equipment used in the industry.  Approximately 125,000 cranes 

of various types and sizes are used among all sectors of the United States 

construction industry (Neitzel et. al. 2001).  Increasing size and complexity in 

construction these days, calls for performing challenging maneuvers within tight 

schedule and budget. This is even more prominent in the case of crane use 

because of high cost of the equipment, and the site management tends to strive 

finishing the crane related tasks as quickly as possible. In order to prevent crane 

failures, it is essential to understand the types and causes failures. This can be 

obtained after investigation of an accident.  Many literatures address the factors 

involved in crane accidents.  Shapira et. al. (2009), Neitzel et. al. (2001), Beaver 

et. al. (2006), Vivian et.al. (2010) analyze different types of crane failure and the 

contributing factors.  OSHA, WCB also have their own classification system, 

which is not completely similar to the other literatures.  Ambiguities are even 

found when distinguishing between the failures themselves and its causes. This 

is because there exists no unified classification system for crane failures, nor 

there is any unified reporting system.  It is certain that many of the accidents are 
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preventable, and analysis of previous accidents is very important to take 

effective precaution. Reporting takes time, investigation even more, so finding 

the cause takes too much time. Faster process can help us prevent future 

accidents. 

Clearly additional efforts must be made to reduce the number of crane-related 

fatalities in construction industry. In this regard, new technologies have been 

applied to crane operations in order to improve efficiency and enhance safety. 

Bernold et al. (1997) developed a crane monitoring system capable of warning 

an operator who enters a danger zone due to critical loading conditions. Shapira 

et al. (2008) proposed a tower crane-mounted live video system which enhances 

safety and productivity of crane operations. Shapira and Simcha (2009) 

addressed quantitative measurements and risk scales of safety hazards on 

construction sites such as overlapping cranes, operator proficiency due to tower 

crane operations. Lee et al. (2012) introduced a newly developed tower crane 

navigation system using various sensors and BIM. Tantisevi and Akinci (2009) 

proposed an approach to generate mobile crane motions automatically in order to 

support conflict detection, which extended existing approaches in product and 

process modeling and visualization of construction operations. 

2.5 Past Research on Crane Stability 

Crane support design is commonly carried out by the rental company, the 

general contractor, or a third party; designers use rules of thumb to make 

outrigger reaction and support design calculations. However, it is not economical 

to design support for a maximum reaction that may not be encountered in all 
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situations. It thus becomes important to calculate the exact reaction in each 

outrigger when the crane is in motion. Some geo-technical engineers use the 

traditional soil-bearing capacity calculation for building foundations to design 

the crane mat. However, the duration of loading for a crane is relatively short 

and the allowable settlements for cranes are higher than for building foundations 

(Liu 2005). Dynamic loading, due to crane motion and load, are the key factors 

associated with the failure to maintain stability, and they must be considered in 

crane selection (Hasan et al., 2009a). Sochacki (2007) showed that the dynamic 

stability of a truck crane can be compromised for specified geometrical and load 

conditions. Jerman (2006) proposed a mathematical model for investigating the 

dynamic loading of a slewing crane, and identified the dynamic forces which act 

upon the crane’s steel structure during load transport. Not only do the structures 

of the crane and external loads affect the dynamic behaviour of mobile cranes, 

but the body motion and drive system of the crane are also responsible for 

dynamic stability (Sun and Kleeberger, 2003). Moreover, in order to reduce the 

dynamic effect on crane operations, the swing operation must be effectively 

controlled. In this regard, Klosinski (2005) developed a mathematical model 

including numerical simulations and experimental investigations of mobile crane 

operations in order to ensure minimization of crane swings. Maczynski and 

Wojciech (2003), meanwhile, developed an optimization algorithm of drive 

functions for mobile crane slewing. Still, in practice mobile cranes may become 

unstable as a result of rapid penetration of the outriggers into the ground 

(Tamate et al., 2005) which can be observed in many cases, such as about 20% 
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of overturning incidents occurred when the hook load was less than the net rated 

load. The necessary ground conditions for setting up mobile cranes are not 

specifically prescribed in regulations. Chin et al. (2001) have demonstrated the 

causes of crane instability during payload motion, and have developed a 

mathematical algorithm for equilibrium and dynamic solutions of crane motion. 

Jeng et al. (2010) proposed a linear programming simplex method for evaluating 

allowable reaction forces of multiple outriggers with stability constraints. Hasan 

et al. (2010a) presented an integrated system to prevent crane accidents and 

select feasible cranes based on stability. Kim et al. (2011) have developed an 

automatic optimal algorithm to design the foundation of tower cranes based on 

secure stability and minimum cost. Finally, Hong et al. (2012) proposed a 

management process for tower crane selection and support design, through 

stability analysis and lateral support design. Calculation of ground pressure due 

to dynamic involvement of the mobile crane has typically been carried out 

manually except in the case of the system developed by Manitowoc Cranes, Inc., 

which provides the option to calculate the ground pressure for the Manitowoc 

crawler crane only. Also, it does not assist in the controlling of crane swing and 

design the supporting system. This research presents a decision support system 

to aid practitioners in the process of preparing lift studies by selecting feasible 

crane and calculating ground pressure.  

2.6 Past Research on Wind Effects on Crane Operations 

Analyses of past crane failures show that a considerable percentage have 

involved high wind (Shapira and Lyachin 2009, Neitzel et al., 2001; Beavers et 
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al., 2006). Among the two types of cranes most commonly used in industrial 

construction, mobile cranes are more vulnerable to high wind-related failures 

than are tower cranes (Shapira and Lyiachin, 2009). Several research studies 

have shown that maximum sustained wind speed normally occurs during 

daytime (Vining and Gregory, 2011; Danish Wind Industry Association, 2011). 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the diurnal variation of wind speed, which is plotted from 

the historical hourly wind speed data for Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada 

(Environment Canada, 2011). Hourly variation of wind speed data for other 

Canadian cities shows similar patterns in this regard (Weather stats Canada, 

2011; Li and Li, 2005). It is noted that the maximum sustained wind speed can 

affect daytime crane operations, and thus should be considered in selecting a 

crane for a given task. Daily average wind speed is averaged over the entire 24-

hour period, and hence this data does not reflect whether or not the maximum 

wind speed at any time during the day is higher than the allowable. High wind 

speed affects the crane’s lifting operations and creates safety hazards. For 

instance, one of the most devastating crane accidents ever to have occurred, the 

Big Blue collapse on the Miller Park Stadium project, was primarily caused by 

wind and poor ground conditions (Ross et al., 2007). However, consideration of 

the effect of wind on during lift analyses of crane operations is not widely 

practiced. Considering the effect of wind is not only important in terms of the 

instability of crane, but also in regards to lift scheduling, especially when the 

wind speed rises above the allowable limit set by crane manufacturers. Thus this 
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research presents a methodology to implement the safe operation of cranes by 

identifying possible crane instability caused by strong winds. 

 

Figure 2.1: Diurnal variation of wind speed 

2.7 Past Research on Site Layout Optimization 

Many researchers have developed approaches to assist practitioners in 

optimizing site layout (Lim et al., 2005; Sivakumar et al., 2003; Tam et al., 

2001; Chung, 1999). In these approaches some constraints, such as safety, time, 

and costs, are taken into account in order to determine the best possible location. 

Rodriguez-Ramos and Francis (1983) introduced a mathematical model to 

optimize the location of single crane, which aims to minimize the total 

transportation cost between the crane and construction supportive facilities that 

are serviced by the crane. Zhang et al. (1999) presented a computerized model to 

optimize location of a group of tower cranes, which consists of three models: (1) 

a location generation model, which produces an approximate task group for each 

crane; (2) a task assignment model, which adjust the task groups; and (3) an 
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optimization model, which finds an exact crane location for each task group. 

These works did not involve supply location optimization, and therefore the 

selected crane location may not be the optimized one if the supply location 

changes. Tam et al. (2001) used a genetic algorithm to optimize the tower crane 

and supply locations in high-rise building construction. Tam and Tong (2003) 

has proposed a model to select locations for tower cranes in high-rise public 

housing, adopting artificial neural networks (ANN) and genetic algorithms (GA) 

techniques. Sivakumar et al. (2003) developed an approach for coordinating 

motions of multiple cooperative cranes during material lifting operations based 

on a robot path planning algorithm. Ali et al. (2005) proposed a genetic 

algorithm approach for automated path planning of mobile cranes. Reddy and 

Varghese (2002) also developed a tool using configuration space (C-space) to 

identify the crane lift paths and optimize them within a constrained search space. 

These approaches identify the spatial conflicts at discrete time steps and at every 

single location within the boundary of a site. In such cases, however, site layout 

optimization can be time-consuming in large construction areas where several 

lifts need to be performed. Safouhi et al. (2011) proposed an algorithm to 

determine the workspace area on site for mobile cranes which satisfies the 

required crane-fitting distance by calculating the crane body area to a given 

clearance distance. Lei et al. (2011) applied a robotic motion planning method to 

solve crane path planning problems. Chang et al. (2012) developed a method to 

plan the erection path automatically for single and dual cranes which converted 

the scene of crane erection into a configuration space and adopted the 
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probabilistic road map (PRM) method to search the collision-free path. 

However, none of these approaches considered the crane support reactions due 

to the lifting of different loads. Thus, using these developed approaches to select 

the best possible crane and location cannot necessarily result in an optimum 

crane selection. This research thus presents a methodology which optimizes 

crane and source locations by minimizing moments created on the crane base, 

which can reduce the support reactions and assist in selecting the most feasible 

crane. 

2.8 Past Research on Building Information Model for Crane Operations 

Building Information Modeling (BIM) is one of the most promising recent 

developments in the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) industry, 

where virtual digital models are created in order to facilitate project-related 

activities at various phases (Eastman et al., 2011). It allows better information 

sharing among the project stakeholders, and thus can improve safety, 

productivity, cost, schedule, and resource management for the project. BIM 

helps to facilitate a 3D visualization of the project to detect clashes or errors 

(Eastman et al., 2011). The traditional document-based project delivery method 

is archaic, error-prone, litigation-prone, high-risk, and reliant upon very 

inefficient, hard to predict construction processes that result in owners taking 

over projects with little information on how to operate and maintain their 

building (Neeley, 2010). According to the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO), BIM is to describe and display information required in 

the design, construction, and operation of construction facilities (ISO 29484-1 
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2010). It is also helpful to reduce or eliminate the need for the many paper 

documents currently in use. As Hasan et al. (2012) have summarized, BIM 

generally addresses laws and regulations, material information and 

specifications, procurement information, facility information, construction 

information, simulation results, 2D/3D drawings, and visualization/animation 

models. Eastman et al. (2008) have introduced a mode of BIM which provides 

methods to increase total project quality, improve accuracy of schedule 

timetables, yield quantity take-offs, and reduce total project costs. The partial or 

whole BIM models have been used to generate a number of effective solutions 

related to clash detection, quantity take-off, cost estimation, and scheduling 

throughout the modeling of a project (Koo and Fisher 2000; Manrique et al. 

2007; Kang et al. 2007; Russell et al. 2009; Yan et al. 2011, Han et al. 2011; and 

Gökçe 2012). In this regard, various research and development efforts have been 

made to extend the use of BIM, addressing different application areas. Bynum et 

al. (2012) have investigated perceptions of the use of BIM for sustainable design 

and construction among designers and constructors. Goedert and Meadati (2008) 

have extended the use of BIM throughout the construction phase of the project 

life cycle by documenting 3D as-builts, producing a 4D as-constructed model, 

and capturing and storing construction documents for the owner. Abudayyeh and 

Al-Battaineh (2003) have used BIM to manage information in order to support 

bridge maintenance. Gökçe et al. (2012) proposed a new type of product 

catalogue structure that complies with the data schema of the IFC standard, 

allowing for coherent integration of product and cost information. New 
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methodologies to produce energy estimates and interoperability between 

simulation engine and BIM tools have also been introduced (Kim and Anderson 

2012; Gökçe et al. 2012). Even though BIM is widely used in AEC industries to 

obtain networked-based environments for effective inter-organizational project 

collaboration, Kam and Fischer (2002) have found some limitations of BIM: (1) 

lack of information exchange between different software products; (2) time 

consuming when transferring file exchange of the model because of large file 

size; (3) practically impossible to achieve versioning and controlling user right in 

file exchange. To overcome these limitations, a standardized BIM approach, 

based on the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) model of BuildingSMART, is 

utilized for construction management purposes (Halwafy et al. 2005; Chen 2004; 

Gökçe et al. 2012; and Edwin 2010). Although heavy equipment such as cranes, 

trucks, dozers, and tractors used in construction projects play a critical role in 

efficient project management, current BIM applications do not support 

associated information for the design of heavy equipment operations which is 

critical to facility construction tasks. In the current practice, only 3D 

visualization—one of the BIM functions—is used to identify collision-free paths 

by detecting and eliminating errors in the equipment schedule before 

constructing (Al-Hussein et al. 2005; Hasan et al. 2012; and Han et al. 2012), 

and many applications to plan heavy equipment operations are not supported by 

formal, standardized and comprehensive models for information exchange 

between domain applications. The construction industry is seeking a new 

innovative approach to integrate all the information needed to describe buildings 
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throughout the whole design, construction and management process. As such, 

BIM should contain all relevant information in a single model.  

2.9 Past Research on Complex Industrial Lifts 

Industrial projects, including oil refineries, usually involve a lengthy and 

complex process; efficient crane operation can have a significant positive impact 

on the overall scheduling, cost, and safety of these projects. Usually, crane 

selections for lifting heavy-pressure vessels are based on the heaviest lift and/or 

the largest lift radius, and the potential crane and pick position is identified by an 

experienced lift engineer. For two-crane lift operations, there are few written 

guidelines and published literature. Experienced lift engineers select cranes 

based on an individual crane’s capacity to lift the heavy vessel. The current 

industry practice for lifting large, heavy vessels has typically been carried out 

utilizing two cranes. With each crane hooked to one end of the vessel, the lifting 

process starts simultaneously, maintaining the vessel at a horizontal position. 

Then, the main lift crane raises the top of the vessel while the tail crane holds the 

bottom of the vessel close to the ground.  After being rotated into a vertical 

position, the vessel is placed into position as shown in Figure 2.2. However, 

two-crane lifts have certain difficulties, such as the following:  

1. Side loading from an out-of-plumb load line can affect crane operation. 

This may happen when the deviation from plumb is near right angle to the boom, 

such as when one crane swings and is permitted to pull the second crane with it 

(Shapiro et al. 1999); 
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2. Bouncing movement (sometimes called jerking) of the heavy vessel can 

occur when the lifting operation is not properly coordinated and when the speeds 

of the cranes are different. As such, the tail crane receives additional undesired 

stresses which can cause accidents;  

3. Swinging movement of the vessel can take place toward the tail crane’s 

travel direction. Lifted objects with high surface areas are sensitive to wind, and 

at certain elevations, wind forces can displace the object in the air and create 

swinging movements;  

4. Fleeting effect happens due to multi-crane operations where the load 

periodically moves off-center from the lifted hook. Lattice boom cranes are 

designed to carry the load perpendicular to the ground, and any additional force 

acting on the structure in a different direction may create significant safety 

concerns. Fleeting effect can arise at the lift stage when the lift crane lifts and the 

tail crane walks, which causes forward and backward motions; and  

5. Booms tip collision can occur during a tandem lift of an object. Such an 

incident can take place at the end of the two-crane operation when the load 

carried by the tail crane is transferred to the lift crane. Any open-air load transfer 

from one crane to another during a lifting operation could be critical. 

6. The load transfer from the tail crane to the lift crane happens within the 

last few degrees of the rotation and can lead to impact loading if released too 

quickly. If not handled properly, the load transfer can momentarily cause the tail 

crane to take nearly the full load of the vessel. 
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Figure 2.2: Heavy-pressure vessel lift using two cranes (current practice) 

The typical load transfer from the tail crane to lift crane has been shown in 

Figure 2.3. However, during the operation, the tail crane may take full load due 

to the fault of either crane operator and an accident may occur. Therefore, two-

crane lifting requires a detailed and costly analysis of each lift to ensure that the 

objectives of the lift are being met and the safety of the crew is maintained. As 

cranes are a major cost item in the construction process, the industry is always 

seeking to optimize the utilization of the resource. The limitations of current 

approaches suggest the need for a new methodology to select one crane for 

performing heavy-vessel lifts at construction sites. 
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Figure 2.3: Typical load distributions of two crane operation 

To overcome the limitations of current approaches and to reduce the cost and 

time of large-scale construction projects (such as oil sands projects), a 

methodology has been developed to utilize one crane rather than two for the 

lifting of heavy-pressure vessels (Hermann et al. 2011) 

2.10 Past Research on Carbon Footprints Analysis 

The construction industry has become increasingly aware of the sector’s 

contribution to climate change. The construction industry’s energy use causes 

significant environmental impacts (Hendrickson and Horvath, 2000). Carbon 

footprint quantification, analysis, and reduction cannot be ignored. Cranes 

maintain a central role in construction projects, and tower cranes in particular 

have dominated high-rise building projects. Construction cranes consume great 
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amounts of energy and emit significant volumes of CO2 on site. Since 2006, the 

Government of Canada has been introducing regulations to reduce emissions 

from key sources (Environment Canada, 2010). Cranes were listed in the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) non-road vehicles and equipment 

category as one of the main sources of emissions (EPA, 2005). Due to the large 

amount of diesel used on site, the U.S. EPA published a Non-road Diesel 

Program to advance emission control technologies for engines used in non-road 

equipment (EPA, 2004). However, the NONROAD model data were only 

intended to predict average emissions for a fleet of vehicles. Similar data are 

needed to quantify the CO2 emission generated by on-site crane engines. At a 

time when the environment is of utmost importance, every opportunity to 

minimize a project’s carbon footprint is vital. Minimizing crane operations on 

construction sites will lead to faster construction and eliminate unnecessary CO2 

emissions. The construction industry is seeking innovative approaches to 

minimize the carbon footprint of crane operations. This research presents a 

methodology that focuses on the selection of cranes for high-rise building 

construction projects based on carbon footprint impact. 

2.11 Past Research on Crane Productivity 

It is important to analyze the capacity and capability of key resources to improve 

the productivity of on-site operations. Thomas and Yiakoumis (1987) seperated 

factors affecting productivity into four categories: environmental, site, 

management, and design. 3D visualization is helpful in the verification and 

validation of crane operations (Al-Hussein et al., 2006) and can be a useful tool 
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to improve the productivity of crane operation. However, measuring the 

productivity of construction machinery remains difficult. Park et al. (2005) 

introduced a standard construction productivity metrics system (CPMS). The 

proposed CPMS is a standard construction productivity data collection tool and 

provides a framework to report industry norms to benchmark construction 

productivity. Crane productivity analysis does not receive much attention by 

practitioners. Lee et al. (2006) proposed a wireless technology to improve the 

productivity of the traditional tower crane. In practice, planning for crane 

operations is performed mostly intuitively and informally. The construction 

industry is seeking innovative approaches to improve the productivity of crane 

operations. This research presents a methodology that focuses on the selection of 

cranes for high-rise building construction projects based on crane productivity 

performance and carbon footprint impact. This research also presents a 

comparison analysis between the use of a single-jib tower crane and a new type 

of tower crane that operates using two jibs, referred to in this paper as a “double-

jib” tower crane (Hasan et al., 2010b). 

2.12 Double-Jib Tower Crane 

In 1968, Gaspard Gillis, founder of the GG Crane Group, designed, patented, 

and built cranes with two jibs in Belgium. The idea consisted of a central tower 

with jibs placed on both sides of the tower (see Figure 2.4), with the jibs rotating 

around the central tower by use of propellers mounted at the end of each jib (see 

Figure 2.5). These propellers also rotate to provide braking operation to the jib.  
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Figure 2.4: Two jibs enhance jib length and safety 

    

Figure 2.5: Propellers enhance rotation speed and energy efficiency 

 

This technique has the advantage of eliminating the torque forces generated by 

the tower (what is also known as the mast of the tower crane). The elements of 

the tower and jib are built to improve assembly and disassembly, and the 

dimensions of the elements are aligned to the legal dimensions for freight 

transport on public roads. The objectives to increase the performance and 

application of the current tower cranes are to: (1) enhance work efficiency; (2) 

enhance lifting capacity; (3) enhance the jib lengths; (4) increase the rotational 

speed; (5) enhance the rotating and braking power; (6) eliminate torsion forces; 

(7) neutralize the wind load; (8) improve energy efficiency; (9) enhance safety; 

(10) enhancing reliability; and (11) reduce assembly, disassembly, and 
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transportation costs. The jib lengths of the GG Crane are greater than on 

conventional cranes. Having the propellers positioned at the ends of the jibs, 

driven by an electric motor, means that the force to turn the jib is being exerted 

at that point, rather than at the central tower as with conventional cranes. This 

crane is more energy-efficient, since less force is required to turn and break the 

swinging operations of the tower crane. 
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Chapter 3: Proposed Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

The aim of the research presented in this thesis is to assist practitioners in 

selecting and planning detailed crane operations with the help of decision 

support system which integrates different mathematical models. The types of 

mobile cranes available vary due to the different types of booms (telescoping or 

lattice) and undercarriages (on wheeled or crawler-tracked) used. The basic types 

of mobile cranes are: Boom Truck, Carry Deck, Crawler, Mobile Conventional, 

Mobile Hydraulic, Rough Terrain, Sky Horse, Tower Crawler, Transi-Lift, and 

Traveling Ringer. To simplify the analysis process, in this research mobile 

cranes have been classified into two categories: truck crane and crawler crane. A 

crane is called a truck crane if the rotating superstructure of the mobile crane is 

mounted on a wheelbase (rubber) or outrigger base, and when the superstructure 

of the crane is mounted on a crawler carrier it is referred to as a crawler crane 

(see Figure 3.1). There are several methods of support for static mount tower 

cranes such as: in-situ anchor bolt base, in-situ expendable base, knee braced 

base, guyed tower crane with spread footing, braced tower crane and internal 

climbing crane. In this research, tower cranes with four support points (anchor 

bolt) are considered (see Figure 3.1). 
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Figure 3.1: Different types of crane 

The geometric configurations needed to perform the calculations are not 

ordinarily given in the crane manufacturer’s literature. Crane owners, users, or 

installation designers can, however, request needed data from the crane 

manufacturer. Unfortunately, manufacturers supply information about their 

cranes in inconsistent and paper-based formats. To address this deficiency, 

researchers have developed a database to replace and store the existing paper-

based crane load charts and geometric information in a standardized computer-

based format. In this research, the “D-Crane” and “Crane 2007” databases have 

been used to store information about crane geometry. Based on the type of crane 

under study, the geometric configuration module interacts with the crane 

database to retrieve the information. For the truck crane, the variables used in the 

analysis process are listed in Table 3.1 and are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. 
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Table 3.1: Truck crane parameters 

Type Notation Description 

Constant 

Parameter 

t   Distance between Boom pin and center of rotation. 

ox  Distance between outrigger centerline and axis of rotation. 

td  Distance between outriggers in the transverse direction. 

ld  Distance between outriggers in the longitudinal direction. 

  Boom angle to the ground 

rW  Weight of the suspended hoist ropes, hook block and Slings. 

bW , jW  Weight of the boom & weight of the jib 

b  and bL  Position of boom center of gravity (CG)  

j  and jJ  Position of jib CG 

L  Boom length 

11, uu dW  Upper-structure weight & CG distance to center of rotation 

22, uu dW  Counterweight weight & CG distance to center of rotation 

cc dW ,   Carrier weight & CG distance to center of rotation 

mm dW ,  Machine weight & CG distance to center of rotation 

aW  Additional weight 

V Total weight of the crane and the lifting load 

User defined 

parameter 

  Boom horizontal swinging angle 

W  Weight of the lifted load  

R Lifting radius 

Calculated 

parameter 

fbP  Reaction of front outrigger on the boom side 

fcP  Reaction of front outrigger on the counteract weight side 

rbP  Reaction of rear outrigger on the boom side 

rcP  Reaction of rear outrigger on the counteract weight side 
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Figure 3.2: Truck crane parameters  

 

 
Figure 3.3: Free body diagram of truck crane (plan view) 
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For the crawler crane, the variables used in the analysis process are listed in 

Table 3.2 and are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5.  

Table 3.2: Crawler crane parameters 

Type Notation Description 

Constant 

Parameter 

t   Distance between Boom pin and center of rotation. 

ox  Distance between outrigger centerline and axis of rotation. 

td  Distance between tracks in the transverse direction. 

ld  Crawler bearing length. 

  Boom angle to the ground 

rW  Weight of the suspended hoist ropes, hook block and Slings. 

bW , jW  Weight of the boom & weight of the jib 

b  and bL  Position of boom center of gravity (CG)  

j  and jJ  Position of jib CG 

L  Boom length 

11, uu dW  Upper-structure weight & CG distance to center of rotation 

22, uu dW  Counterweight weight & CG distance to center of rotation 

cc dW ,   Carrier weight & CG distance to center of rotation 

V Total weight of the crane and the lifting load 

User defined 

parameter 

  Boom horizontal swinging angle 

W  Weight of the lifted load  

R Lifting radius 

Calculated 

parameter 

Pfron1 Front track pressure on boom side 

Prear1 Rear track pressure on boom side 

Pfront2 Front track pressure on counterweight side 

Prear2 Rear track pressure on counterweight side 
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Figure 3.4: Crawler crane parameters 

 

 
Figure 3.5: Free body diagram of crawler crane (plan view) 
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For the tower crane, the variables used in the analysis process are listed in Table 

3.3 and are shown in Figure 3.6. 

Table 3.3: Tower crane parameters 

Type Notation Description 

 

td  Distance between two anchor pins (supports) in the transverse 

direction. 

ld  Distance between two anchor pins (supports) in the longitudinal 

direction. 

rW  Weight of the suspended hoist ropes, hook block and Slings. 

TW , jW  Weight of the tower and weight of the jib 

j  and jJ  Position of jib CG 

L  Tower length 

11, uu dW  Structure weight & CG distance to center of rotation 

22, uu dW  Counterweight weight & CG distance to center of rotation 

aW  Additional weight 

V Total weight of the crane and the lifting load 

User defined 

parameter 

  Boom horizontal swinging angle 

W  Weight of the lifted load  

R Lifting radius 

Calculated 

parameter 

Pfron1 Front support reaction on jib side 

Prear1 Rear support reaction on jib side 

Pfront2 Front support reaction on counterweight side 

Prear2 Rear support reaction on counterweight side 

 

 

                    

Figure 3.6: Free body diagram of tower crane  
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3.2 Methodology 

The purpose of the methodology employed is to improve operations for both 

tower cranes and mobile cranes. The aim of the research presented in this thesis 

is to assist practitioners in selecting and planning detailed crane operations by 

developing decision support system and mathematical models. The proposed 

decision support system comprises the following three modules as shown in 

Figure 3.7: (1) crane selection and location optimization, (2) stability analysis, 

(3) advanced analysis, and (4) integration with Building Information Model. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Framework of crane selection decision support system 

The crane selection and location optimization module has the following 

components: technical analysis, crane location optimization and crane operations 

optimization. The technical analysis assists in selecting a technically feasible 
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crane by assessing the: (1) crane capacity, (2) lifting radius, (3) lifting height, 

and (4) clearances. The stability analysis facilitates safe operation of cranes by 

identifying possible crane instability caused by improper selection or strong 

winds. The advance analysis module has the following components: simulation, 

productivity analysis, carbon emissions analysis and cost scoring. The advanced 

analysis assists in identifying productive and energy efficient cranes. Finally the 

integration with Building Information Model allows visualizing the conflict free 

paths of crane operations and scheduling lifting activities. The selection process 

is based upon the following criteria: (1) lifting capacity; (2) budget; (3) soil 

bearing capacity; (4) allowable wind speeds; and (5) project schedule. The 

integrated model output includes the following five components: (1) crane 

selection, either optimum or feasible, based on the selection criteria; (2) crane 

location, which identify the best possible crane and loading source (pick point) 

locations in the construction site; (3) support reactions, which are determined by 

calculating the reactions for truck and tower cranes, as well as the shapes and 

values of the track pressure for the crawler crane; (4) lifting schedule, which 

provides the detailed crane schedule satisfying the wind affects and soil bearing 

capacity; and (5) visualizations, which shows the lift activities with respective 

crane support reactions due to varying wind speeds and directions. 

A crane selection scheme is described as shown in Figure 3.8. The first step is to 

select an appropriate technically feasible crane to perform the required lifts. In 

this case, cranes must be selected based on known configurations which 

encompass capacity, boom-jib lengths, counterweight, crane layout, and other 
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crane geometric information. Once the crane has been selected, based on the 

type of crane the geometric information module interacts with the crane database 

to retrieve the crane’s geometric information. Once the technically acceptable 

cranes have been identified, the next step is to identify the best suitable location 

for crane and loading source. After identifying the perfect location, all the 

technically feasible cranes need to satisfy the stability constraints. The identified 

feasible cranes need to satisfy project schedule parameters which can be 

identified using a simulation model. After simulating the lifting operations based 

on priority, schedule, and crane configurations, the simulation model provides 

information about the number of cranes required. Crane productivity need be 

analysed during the crane selection and planning process. Once the technically 

acceptable and productive cranes have been identified, the final steps are to 

determine which is most suitable based on the specific factors, namely, wind, 

carbon footprint, and cost. Finally, crane operations and conflict-free paths are 

identified using visualization models integrated with Building Information 

Model. 
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Figure 3.8: Proposed crane selection scheme 

3.2.1  Database Development and Integration 

Relational database management systems (DBMSs) are widely used to model 

data using a simple table-type structure. The use of such a system eliminates the 
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need to predefine the inter-data-relations. Mobile crane geometric specifications, 

load information, and other data supplied by the manufacturer for 195 different 

cranes have been stored in the Crane 2007 database (Hasan et al., 2009b). The 

types of mobile cranes available vary due to the different types of booms 

(telescopic or lattice) and undercarriages (wheeled or crawler-tracked) used. The 

basic types of mobile cranes available in the Crane 2007 database are: boom 

truck, carry deck, crawler, mobile conventional, mobile hydraulic, rough terrain, 

sky horse, tower crawler, transi-lift, and traveling ringer. The database has been 

developed in such a way that it offers three important attributes: (1) simplicity 

and user-friendliness; (2) functionality with other systems that require crane 

information; and (3) compatibility with the new crane information to be added. 

The database consists of 8 different tables with hundreds of fields as well as 

user-friendly forms. Among these fields, certain variables are needed in order to 

calculate the ground pressure. Conveniently, the developed system interacts with 

the database to retrieve these variables. Finally, a database schema is used to 

characterize and map the relationships among the required entities as shown in 

Figure 3.9 (Hasan et al., 2009b). The developed system has also been integrated 

with the “D-Crane” database which has been previously developed by Al-

Hussein et al. (2000). The developed crane selection system interacts with the 

crane databases to retrieve the crane geometry information once a crane with a 

capacity to carry the design load has been selected. 
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Figure 3.9: Crane 2007 database schema (Hasan et al., 2009b) 

 

 

3.2.2  Crane Selection 

The crane selection automated system assists in selecting a crane which can be 

obtained in three different ways: by (1) manually selecting a crane, (2) selecting 

from the crane database, or (3) using a crane selection system (The developed 

system has been integrated with the D-Crane database and Crane 2007 database.) 

One of the first steps in selecting a crane for lift operations is to identify the 

maximum load to be lifted. Once the lifted load has been identified, the user can 

assume the weight of the rigging equipment based on the size and weight of the 

lifted load. To ensure safe operations, the user must input the maximum 
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threshold based on the particular job conditions. This includes such conditions 

as: soft, uneven, or un-level ground; high winds; side loads; jerking or sudden 

stopping of loads; or other hazardous conditions. Usually for the tower crane 

operation 85% and for mobile crane operations 75% thresholds are assumed. The 

design load can be calculated using Equation (3.1) and shown in Figure 3.10. 

/)( addloaddesign WWW                           (3.1) 

where Wload, Wadd, Wdesign are the lifting load, additional load, and design load, 

respectively, and ρ is the maximum threshold. 

 
Figure 3.10: List of available cranes and crane selection 

A crane with a capacity to carry the design load can be selected from the list of 

available cranes in the database using the list menu of the configuration form as 

shown in Figure 3.10. Once the crane has been selected, based on the type of 

crane, the geometric information system interacts with the crane databases to 

retrieve the crane geometry information. The user must select a configuration 
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based on the crane capacity. To select a suitable crane the following four 

configurations must need to be satisfied: (1) lifting capacity, (2) lifting radius, 

(3) lifting height, and (4) clearances. If the given configuration cannot meet the 

requirements, then the user must select a higher-capacity crane. The user also 

has the option to alter the given configuration.  

 

Lifting Capacity Assessment 

The lifting capacity chart provided by manufacturers is used for calculations to 

select the appropriate crane. The crane capacity associated with any given 

configuration should be greater than or equal to the total lift weight. The crane’s 

lifting capacity must satisfy Equation (3.2). 

GC ≥Tw = Lw + Hw + SLw + SPw                                                         (3.2) 

where GC = gross capacity; Tw = total weight; Lw = lift or object weight; Rw = 

rigging weight; Hw = hook weight; SLw = sling weight; SPw = spread bar 

weight. Figure 3.11 illustrates a typical four points rigging system. 

 
Figure 3.11: Rigging equipment 
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Lifting Radius Assessment 

The crane working radius must be greater than or equal to the distance from the 

optimal crane location to the positions of objects (local), satisfying Equation 

(3.3). 

R ≥ OCL                                                          (3.3) 

Where R = crane working radius; and OCL = distance from the optimal crane 

location to the positions of objects defined in the crane location section. 

Lifting Height Assessment 

The lifting height is calculated under different boom and jib combinations. There 

are two types of boom and jib combinations: the main boom configuration (see 

Figure 3.12a) and the main boom with luffing jib configuration (see Figure 

3.12b). The lifting height (H) must be greater than the minimum lifting height 

(H’), satisfying Equation (3.4).  

H > H’= H1 + H2 + H3                                                                            (3.4) 

where H1, H2, and H3 are the obstacle height, load height, and sling and rigging 

height, respectively. 

 
(a)  Main boom configuration 
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(b) Main boom with luffing-jib configuration 

Figure 3.12: Crawler/mobile crane: (a) main boom, (b) main boom with luffing 

jib 

 

Assessment of Clearances  

Generally, pieces of heavy equipment with diameters of 4 to 6 m, and in some 

cases up to 10 m, have the possibility of colliding with the main boom or jib of 

the crane (Wu et al., 2011). The calculation of minimum clearance consists of 

two steps: (1) distance between crane boom/jib and building (C1) and (2) 

distance between crane boom/jib and the lifted load (C2). Depending upon the 

given crane configuration, whether main boom and main boom with luffing jib, 

the calculation of clearances varies. As shown in Figure 3.13, for lifts utilizing a 

main boom configuration, the minimum clearances can be calculated using 

Equations (3.5) and (3.6). 

C1 = R1 × sin θ ≥ default values defined by users                        (3.5)  

C2 = R2 × sin θ ≥ default values defined by users                        (3.6) 

and θ = tan
-1   
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where θ is the boom angle, R1 is the distance between Points B and C, R2 is the 

distance between Points D and E, and Z1 is the height of the boom rotation point. 

 

Figure 3.13: Calculation of minimum clearance for main boom 

As shown in Figure 3.14, for lifts using a luffing jib, the minimum clearances 

can be calculated using Equations (3.7) to (3.9). 

C1=R1× sin θ ≥ default value defined by users   (3.7) 

C2=R2× sin θ ≥ default value defined by users    (3.8) 

  C2=R2× sin β ≥ default value defined by users   (3.9) 

where β = tan
-1
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Figure 3.14: Calculation of minimum clearance for main boom with luffing jib 

 

The developed automated system assists the user in the selection of a technically 

feasible crane to lift and rotate long heavy-pressure vessel lifts on construction 

sites. This automated system can optimize the vessel lift configuration (Hermann 

et al., 2011). The proposed methodology has been designed to carry out a heavy-

vessel lift utilizing only one crane instead of utilizing current industry practice, 

two cranes lift. This method utilizes a lifting mechanism where the lift operator 

needs to shorten one of the side slings in order to rotate the vessel into a vertical 

position before placement. Having independent control over both slings from the 

lifting point of the crane, the sling connected to the vessel top will start to pull 

(shorten) using a secondary load line suspended from the boom tip and running 

through a sheave mechanism to rotate the vessel until it reaches its final vertical 

position as shown in Figure 3.15. The body of the vessel is not designed to 

withstand any pressure from the cables while lifting.  Therefore, in order to 
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protect it from any damage, a custom spreader bar is utilized to provide a 

minimal clearing distance between the body of the vessel and the cables during 

the rotation of the vessel. In Figure 4, the ends of the spreader bar (J) are 

connected to the vessel’s lift lugs through fixed length slings (E and F). The 

spreader bar is also connected to the lifting point through two slings (Sf and Sv). 

The sling running to the tail lug (Sf) is of fixed length, and the sling to the top 

lift lug (Sv) is of variable length. 

 

Figure 3.15: Rotation processes of a long vessel using single crane (Hermann et 

al., 2011) 

There are physical constraints related to the structure of the spreader bar that 

have to be observed while finding the proper configuration of sling lengths. One 

consideration includes the angle between the spreader bar (J) and the lifting 

slings (Sf and Sv) which needs a minimum of 25° to operate/function. Any 

configuration of a known set of lengths for the slings and the spreader bar that 

will satisfy the lifting constraints is considered a solution. However, the 

objective of this methodology is to find the optimal configuration that will 

minimize the pulled length (shortening) of the variable sling (Sv) that is needed 
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to complete the full rotation of the vessel from horizontal (α = 0°) to vertical (α = 

90°) and satisfying Equations (3.10) to (3.15): 

o25           (3.10)

   
o25           (3.11)

   

'25'15  F          (3.12)

   

'30'20  vS  at α = 90
° 
( i.e. final vertical position)    (3.13)

   

0jP  ( i.e. always under compression)      (3.14)

   

Clearance between Spreader Bar and Vessel > 3’    (3.15) 

where, 

δ = the angle between the spreader bar (J) and the fixed lifting sling (Sf) 

γ = the angle between the spreader bar (J) and the variable lifting sling (Sv) 

F = the length of the side sling F 

Sv = the length of the variable lifting sling  

Pj = the force on the spreader bar (J) 

The system is developed to calculate the maximum and minimum lengths of 

sling Sv (see Figure 3.16) in order to complete the full rotation of the vessel from 

0° to 90°. The input parameters are the properties of the vessel, spreader bar 

length (trial), and all the slings’ lengths (trial), except the length of Sv. The 

design process is based upon the following criteria: (1) the angles δ and γ of the 

slings (Sf and Sv) with the spreader bar (J) must be greater than what the user has 

defined, e.g., 25°; and (2) the maximum and minimum forces on the slings 

should be within an acceptable range based on the materials’ properties. The user 
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needs to input all the slings’ lengths (except Sv), vessel dimensions, and the 

spreader bar length in order to design a rotation as shown in Figure 5.4. All 

outputs should satisfy the constraints; otherwise, the system will warn the user 

by highlighting the unsafe output in red. The crane selection system will not be 

activated unless the 90° rotation of the vessel is found to be safe to be performed 

(see Figure 3.17). 

 

Figure 3.16: Vessel-lifting mechanism configuration (Hermann et al., 2011) 
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Figure 3.17: Vessel lift configuration and design form (Hermann et al., 2011) 
 

The user also has the option to observe the summary of design results by varying 

the individual lengths of Slings E, F and Sf or of the spreader bar (J) as shown in 

Figure 3.17 by simply clicking on the buttons on each sling or spreader bar. For 

example, for the varying lengths of Sling E, the user can view the design results 

as well as observe the graphics of the lifting position on that configuration by 

clicking on the corresponding length of Sling E on the table (see Figure 3.18). 

The user can observe all the design results and can select a safe configuration 

simply by double-clicking on any row on that table. The main form will display 

the design results for that configuration. The developed system provides default 

allowable limits for the forces acting on the spreader bar and each sling. The user 
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can modify the allowable limits based on manufacturer specifications. When the 

output forces are unsafe, the user will be promoted to select a different 

configuration. If all the design results are under the allowable limit, the crane 

selection option will be enabled. Changes to the input configuration, such as 

increasing the size or weight of the vessel, will lead to new design results, and as 

long as all the design results are acceptable, the user can select a feasible crane. 

Obviously, increasing the weight of the vessel requires a higher-capacity crane. 

 

Figure 3.18: Design results for varying sling lengths E (Hermann et al., 2011) 

The results provide the pulling length of Sling Sv as well as the forces acting 

upon each sling and spreader bar. The user needs to select the type of spreader 

bar and slings to be used depending on market availability. Manufacturers 

usually provide the maximum allowable stresses for their spreader bars and 
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slings. Utilizing the ASME B30.20 design method with a factor of safety of 5 

(Hermann et al., 2011), the user can determine the width and thickness for the 

spreader bar and diameter for the slings. One limitation of the system is the need 

to avoid overloading the secondary load line used to modify the variable length 

sling Sv as the vessel approaches the vertical position. For very long and heavy 

vessels, the design and capacity of the spreader bar make it impractical and the 

added weight reduces the crane’s capacity. 

By simply clicking on the Crane Selection button, the crane selection system 

will be displayed as shown in Figure 3.19, and will retrieve all the required 

components from the database. Once the crane has been selected, and the crane 

configuration has been added the next step is to identify the perfect position of 

the crane. If one or all of the selected cranes need to be fixed in the project 

location (i.e. can’t walk in the site) then a location optimization needs to be 

performed before the crane stability analysis. An optimization model is 

developed to identify the perfect crane location. 
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Figure 3.19: Mobile crane stability analysis system 

3.2.3 Location Optimization 

Cranes are selected through analyzing several parameters which are chosen by 

the practitioner based on a variety of quantitative and qualitative parameters. 

These parameters include (i) source location, also known as pick point location 

where the objects will be delivered or stored to lift by the crane; (ii) destination 

location, also known as set point location where the lifted object will be 

unhooked and installed; (iii) weight and size of the lifted objects; (iv) crane 

capacity; (v) crane jib length; (vi) jib slewing speed; and (vii) reach or the crane 

radius. Crane is involved in many different tasks and most of the activities in 

major construction site directly or indirectly rely on crane operation. Thus all the 

activities which rely on crane need to be ranked on a priority scale (1 to 5) based 
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on the importance of the task and impact on the schedule in which high priority 

tasks must proceed first. Thus priority setting is an important constraint and need 

to be considered while optimizing the lifting activities. Figure 3.20 illustrates the 

proposed algorithm for crane location and operation optimization which has 

three major steps: (1) crane location optimization, (2) source location 

optimization, and (3) crane operation optimization. The optimization process is 

based upon the following constrains: (1) lifting priority; (2) project schedule; (3) 

crane stability; and (4) constraints related to construction site. The proposed 

algorithm output includes the following three components : (1) crane location, 

either optimum or feasible depends on the selected crane; (2) source location, 

which identifies the optimum pick points in the construction site; and (3) lifting 

schedule, which provides the most feasible crane operations by minimizing crane 

swing and considering lifting priorities. Although the optimization procedure 

consists of a three-step algorithm, cf. Figure (3.20), it is important to note that all 

steps are interconnected, since the underlying parameter of the optimization 

routine is the loads’ moments at the crane base. In other words, any change in 

pick point or crane location is likely to have a direct impact on “pick” and “set” 

moments, and swing angles. 
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Figure 3.20: Crane location and operations optimization model (Hasan et al., 

2012b) 
 

The first phase examines all available crane locations from which the optimal 

location is selected based on the weights of objects to be lifted and their 

distances (radii) from the crane tower. The ultimate objective is to minimize the 

moments created at the crane base. Then the source locations (pick points) for 

each load are optimized using the loads’ moments as the objective function. It is 

worth noting that although the destination points (set points) are fixed, the 

moments calculated for these points must be considered during the optimization 

process in order to avoid a biased crane location, i.e., a location which is too 

close to the pick area and too far from the set area. Finally, the last phase 

consists of optimizing the crane activities, which essentially involves minimizing 

unnecessary delays introduced by large swinging angles. 
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Crane and Source Locations Optimizations: 

The moments of loads to be lifted play a central role in the proposed 

optimization procedure since minimizing moments is equivalent to minimizing 

the support reaction around the crane base (Hasan et al., 2010), which in turn 

increases the safety of the crane operation. The required ultimate moment Mu can 

be calculated satisfying Equation (3.16): 

 cwswawloadu MMMMM   (3.16) 

where  

loadM  is the moment created by the lifted load; 

awM  is the moment created by the additional loads, such as slings or hook; 

swM  is the moment created by the movement of the boom, jib, or structure; and 

cwM  is the moment created by the counterweight. 

The lifted load moment ( loadM ) is a function of the weight to be lifted ( loadW ) 

and its distance from the pick or set point to the crane location ( d ). Thus 

loadM can be calculated satisfying Equation (3.17): 

dWM loadload   (3.17) 

A crane can be selected based on lifted load moments or ultimate moments. The 

corresponding algorithms for this selection have been developed by Hasan et al. 

(2010). To select the optimum crane, lifted load moments need to be optimized 

for all loads, a process which can be achieved through two steps: (1) optimizing 

crane location, and (2) optimizing source locations, where it is assumed that the 

destination locations are already fixed. 
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The objective function is to minimize Mu by satisfying Equation (3.18) 

Minimize dWM loadload 
    

(3.18) 

Satisfying the following constraint: 

1. Crane location must need to be inside the site boundary, 

2. Crane location cannot be too close to the proposed building area (need to 

maintain a safe clearance from the building) 

3. Destination (delivery) points of each object are fixed and cannot be 

changed. 

The available area for crane location (Aa) can be calculated satisfying Equation 

(3.19) (see also Figure 3.21). 

 

Figure 3.21: Available area calculation for possible crane location 
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)( rcbsa AAAAA 
       

(3.19) 

where 

As is the total site area; 

Ab is the building area; 

Ac is the area for minimum clearances from the building; and 

Ar is the restricted area on site. 

The possible crane position can be anywhere within the space, Aa, as shown in 

Figure 3.21. The distance of a load’s pick point or set point to the crane location 

can be calculated satisfying Equation (3.20): 

 2

1

2

1 )()( yyxxd iii   (3.20) 

where  

x1, y1  is the crane location; and 

xi, yi  is the pick point or set point of a load i. 

In order to provide a generic approach to the problem at hand, the process begins 

with an abstract model which describes the spatial parameters of crane lifting 

problems. As mentioned above, three input parameters are fundamental to crane 

operation analysis, and hence are required for optimal scheduling: (i) crane 

location, (ii) pick point(s), and (iii) set point(s). Figure 3.22 provides a Venn 

diagram of the spatial parameters.
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Figure 3.22: Venn diagrammatic representation of the three areas relevant to 

crane lifting activities 

In order to optimize the crane operation, it is necessary to proceed with 

homogenizing the above-described problem by discretizing the pick areas (PAs) 

and crane location area (CLA) depicted in Figure 3.22, allowing them to be 

represented by two sets of points PPN and CLN . The set area (SA) is, by default, 

represented by a discrete set of points since each load must be located at a fixed 

location. Consequently, the degree of freedom underlying the optimization 

procedure is essentially provided by the pick points and the crane locations. 

Using the thk crane location as the origin of the coordinate system, the pick and 

set points are defined as  PP

Niikikik
PPzyx

,,2,1,,, ,,


and  SP

Nllklklk SPzyx
,,2,1,,, ,,


, where 

the component, bau , , represents the difference, ab uu  . As mentioned above, 

broadly speaking the proposed optimization procedure aims to select the crane 

location and pick points in order to minimize the moments of all the loads 

(calculated using the pick and set points). To enhance readability, it was 

instructive to provide a step-by-step description of the optimization procedure 

rather than an obscure mathematical formula which would place the burden of 

implementation on the reader. For each crane location, a moment matrix similar 
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to that presented in Table 3.4 is constructed. Note that if a load cannot be picked 

from a given location in the PA, due either to its geometric constraints or to the 

limited reach of the crane, an infinite moment is assigned to that location for that 

particular load. 

Table 3.4: Crane location moment matrix 

Crane location:  kkk zyx ,,  

 1W  2W    LW  

Pick 

point #1 1,1,1,1 kk dw   1,2,2,1 kk dw       

Pick 

point #2 2,1,1,2 kk dw   2,2,2,2 kk dw     2,,,2 kLkL dw   

Pick 

point #3 3,1,1,3 kk dw   3,2,2,3 kk dw       

Pick 

point #4 
  4,2,2,4 kk dw     4,,,4 kLkL dw   

          
Pick 

point 

# SPN  

      SPSP NkLkLN
dw

,,,
  

Smallest 

moment 
  SPNiki ,,2,1,1,min


    SPNiki ,,2,1,2,min


     SPNikLi ,,2,1,,min


  

List of 

points 
min

,1 kP  
min

,2 kP    
min

,kLP  

Having constructed the above moment matrix in reference to crane location k , 

the next step consists of extracting a list of the smallest moments and 

corresponding pick points, i.e., the last two rows in Table 3.4. Each crane 

location leads to a set of minimal “pick moments” and a set of corresponding 

pick points which need to be sorted by means of an appropriate metric. For this 

purpose, the crane locations are ordered from most to least suitable by 

combining the “pick moments” and “set moments” into a single coordinate tuple 
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 kLkkkLikiki ,,2,1

min

,,

min

,2,

min

,1,
ˆ,,ˆ,ˆ,,,,    representing a point in the Euclidean 

space, ℝ2L
. Note that the last L -coordinates correspond to the “set moments”, 

hence involving only two indices: the load number and the crane location. At 

this point, the optimal crane location(s) and pick points are those with a minimal 

Euclidean distance, which can be achieved satisfying Equation (3.21):  

    CL
L

j

kj

L

j

kji Nk ,,2,1,ˆmin
1

2

,

1

2min

,, 

















  (3.21) 

From a practical point of view, the above equation may lead to a number of 

equivalent solutions which need to be segregated according to another factor 

before being presented to the lift engineer. Since this contribution aims to 

improve both safety and efficiency, the swing angle has been chosen as the 

secondary sorting criterion. However, the swing angle criterion does not 

consider that the swinging of an object with a larger moment carries a greater 

risk than that of an object with a smaller moment. As a result, the secondary 

discriminating factor is defined satisfying Equation (3.22): 
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(3.22) 

where 

min

,, kj : is the penalty for moving load j  from the pick point at which its “pick 

moment” is minimal relative to its final resting location. The first term represents 

the contribution due to the load rotation, whereas the second is an additional 

penalty corresponding to an increase in the moment if the load requires an 
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outward translation, (Figure 3.23). Note that for an inward translation, the 

translation penalty is zero. 

min

,, kj : is the moment of load j at the pick point where it is minimal. 

min

,, kj : is the swing angle for load j from the pick point at which the moment is 

minimal relative to its resting position. 

min

,, kjR
 and set

,, kjR
are the distances from the crane location to load j at pick point i , 

and to the set point, respectively.  

 

Figure 3.23: Simplified path for an object lifted from pick point to its set 

position 

In Equation (3.22), the swing angle
min

,, kj between pick points at which the “pick 

moment” for load j is minimal (represented by a dot), evaluated with respect to 

crane location k , is introduced. Under the assumption that
o

kj 180min

,,  , the swing 

angle can be calculated satisfying Equation (3.23): 
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(3.23) 

in which  kkk zyx ,, ,  min

,

min

,

min

, ,, jjj zyx   and  setsetset ,, jjj zyx are the coordinates of the 

crane location, the pick point at which the “pick moment” is minimal, and the set 

point for object j , respectively. Before considering a case study, it is instructive 
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to begin with a simulated experiment which entails full control of the data. In the 

first case, a simple construction site is considered in which the PAs and SAs are 

symmetrically located with respect to the crane location sites (Figure 3.24). 

 

Figure 3.24: Simulated site layout in which loading and destination zones are 

symmetrical with respect to the crane location area 

Note that the SA is an oversimplified representation of a three-storey building, 

with storey heights of 0, 4, and 8 metres, respectively. Accordingly, the 

simulation uses 30 objects with weights that are assumed to be described by the 

normal distribution, )500,3000(  N . As a result of the optimization 

process, a moment map is obtained for each potential crane location (Figure 

3.25) which represents the ratio of corresponding Euclidean distances, as 

calculated using Equation (3.21), to the largest one.  
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Figure 3.25: Moments ratio map at each permitted crane location 

Since the simulated case is symmetrical, the optimal crane positions are located 

approximately in the middle of the PA. Note that the above map can be color-

coded for highly dense positions, thus allowing the practitioner to immediately 

identify the most appropriate crane location. 

When optimizing crane and pick point locations, the developed approach begins 

with identification of the locations that minimize pick moments and set 

moments, since these quantities are paramount to the safety of crane operations. 

However, in the vast majority of cases, the chosen crane’s capacity is larger than 

the calculated moments. As a result, all locations satisfying the crane’s capacity 

threshold are stored and sorted based on the smallest swing angle. Thus, rather 

than providing a single answer, the above paradigm provides a mosaic of 

information which assists the practitioner in making an informed decision based 

on optimal moments (see previous section), swing angle penalties (see previous 

section), or a time factor. In fact, since time is the parameter required to 

determine project schedule, the transformation allows the user to relate the 

swinging and translation of a lifted object to time, as described below. Using the 
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notation of Equation (3.21), and with reference to Figure 3.26, the time required 

for an object to be moved from its pick point to final destination (not considering 

the “constant time” corresponding to tasks such as hooking or 

loading/unloading) is calculated satisfying Equation (3.24) for a saddle-jib crane: 
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 (3.24) 

where 

T

kjit


,,  is the time required to lift object j from the pick point i at which the pick 

moments and set moments are below the capacity thresholdT when the crane is 

located at position k ; and 

,  are, respectively, the average angular and linear velocities of the jib (when 

rotating) and the object (when moving horizontally from 
T

kjiR

,, to
set

,, kjR ). 

It should be noted that in the case of a double-jib crane, Equation (3.24) still 

applies. However, once an object is set at its final position, the next object to be 

lifted can be moved by means of the second arm, which may require a smaller 

swing angle to reach the next object in the list. 

In the case of the luffing-jib crane, the translation of the object is ensured by 

booming up and down the jib (Figure 3.26). As a result, using the same notation 

as in Equation (3.24), the time required to move an object from pick point i  to 

its destination is given by Equation (3.25): 
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where ' is the average velocity of the jib when booming up or down and R is 

the jib length (Figure 3.26). 

 

Figure 3.26: Horizontal translation of an object lifted by a luffing-jib crane 

 

For a given crane location and set of source and destination points (the latter 

being fixed), the total time can be calculated using Equations (3.24) and (3.25), 

assuming that the order in which the objects are to be lifted is known 

beforehand. 

Crane Operations Optimization 

In the previous section, formulas allowing the lift planner to calculate using 

Equations (3.24) and (3.25) the time it requires for a crane to move an object 

from a pick location to its final destination. However, this time does not include 

the overhead time corresponding to tasks such as hooking and un-hooking. As a 
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result the overall time jt necessary to move object j  is defined satisfying 

Equation (3.26),  

auh

T

kjihj ttttt  

,,  (3.26) 

in which auhh ttt ,, are respectively the durations for hooking, unhooking and 

aligning the lifted object. Using Equation (3.26), lifting each activity or work 

package is associated with a time that is used by the planner to setup a daily 

lifting schedule. In practice, crane activities are generally segregated into two 

main categories referred to as primary and secondary. For instance, in the case of 

modular construction, the primary activity of a crane is to lift the modules 

whereas any other activity e.g. lifting rebar or equipment for installation, is 

considered secondary. However, secondary activities are as equally important as 

their primary counterparts since they must be executed prior to becoming 

elements on the critical path.  

Using a terminology common to the so-called Critical Path Method (CPM), 

secondary activities are characterized by their free-float since they are not 

critical. As a result while they offer flexibility in their execution, an aging 

secondary activity increases its probability of becoming critical. In order to 

analyze this aspect of the crane operation, activities are ranked on a priority scale 

(Ps) from1 to 5 predefined by the project manager in which high priority tasks 

must proceed first. At this point, it is instructive to highlight the similarity which 

exists between a computer CPU and a crane on a construction site. Since 

efficiency is at the core of computer science, a wealth of CPU scheduling 

algorithms were devised during the past few decades. One of such algorithm is 
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known as “priority scheduling” in which processes are ranked according to their 

priority which allows the CPU to run critical, i.e. high priority, processes first. 

Although this contribution builds on the priority scheduling concept, it is 

important to emphasize that in contrast to a computer CPU, cranes cannot 

interrupt a task after it starts. In addition to this and as mentioned above, in the 

construction industry, non-critical tasks are characterized by their flexibility in 

terms of execution (free float) but they cannot be left to age beyond a certain 

point since they will become critical. While establishing priorities are practically 

controlled by the lift engineer, this contribution suggests a default ranking 

procedure which is based on the shortest lift time (see Equation 3.26). In other 

words, shorter times are given higher priorities. However, to avoid the danger of 

aging tasks, a parameter measuring their distance to criticality is associated with 

each of these tasks. As a result and for the purpose of modeling and 

computation, the system of crane activities is represented by a two-dimensional 

matrix as given by Equation (3.27), 
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In Equation (3.27) the time allowed for a given day is discretized based on the 

primary activities whose distances to criticality is set to zero since they cannot be 

delayed. In fact, it is important to understand that in many modular construction 

projects, time is discretized according to the frequency of delivery of the 

modules which constitute the primary activity of the crane. For instance for the 
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case study described in the next section, each module required approximately 30 

minutes to be delivered to the construction site whereas the lift and installation 

took on average 25 to 35 minutes depends on the complexity of the module 

location. As a result, the number of lines in the matrix representation given in 

Equation (3.27) corresponds to the number of time intervals, i.e. the number of 

modules, per working day. As for the columns, they represent the tasks to be 

performed. The matrix elements represent the distance to criticality which for 

primary activities (column labeled “0”) is set to zero which translates into a high 

priority (infinity). Secondary activities on the other hand have free float which 

allows them to be delayed until their distance to criticality becomes zero in 

which case their priority jumps to infinity. To optimize the crane operations with 

regards to non-critical activities, a metric is defined to quantify the overall 

impact of delay on the schedule satisfying Equation (3.28),  

  sPA PTTI  ,0max  (3.28) 

where 
 PA TT 

 is the difference between the actual time representing the time 

at which the scheduling algorithm selects the task to be executed and the time it 

was initially scheduled. Note that in Equation (3.28), if a task is performed 

before schedule, we chose to set its impact to zero in order to avoid counter-

balancing delays by starting some tasks ahead of schedule. In the case where one 

needs to also penalize ahead of schedule activities, an alternative to Equation 

(3.28) is expressed as sPA PTTI  . For optimal scheduling, it is tried to 

minimize the overall impact of the activities as per Equation (3.29), 
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sjPjAjTotal PTTI  (3.29) 

where the index j runs over all non-critical loads to be lifted. 

The internal relationship between the crane location optimization and operations 

optimization algorithms is that optimizing crane location provides a foundation 

for optimizing lifting schedule. The proposed algorithm is developed using MS 

Excel to optimize crane location, which provides an initiative for the subsequent 

lifting schedule optimization. 

 

3.2.4  Crane Stability Analysis  

Once the crane and the location have been selected the user can check the crane 

stability and calculate the support reactions. The developed system provides two 

options (see Figure 3.27) to calculate the crane support reactions: (1) Fixed 

Condition, where reactions are calculated for a specific boom angle and 

horizontal angle and for a specific load, and (2) Crane Swing Condition, where 

reactions are calculated for up to 360° of rotation of the boom and for different 

boom angles. 
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Figure 3.27: Crane configuration form 

The outrigger reactions and the track pressure are a function of the respective 

weights of the lift and crane components and their moments around the center of 

rotation of the crane. These moments are divided into two categories due to the 

horizontal and vertical displacement of the boom: one acting around the crane 

sides Mns and the other acting on the crane rear or front Mnr. (for free body 

diagram please see Figure 3.3 and 3.5). These moments are calculated satisfying 

Equations (3.30) and (3.31): 

 sinuns MM   (3.30) 

 ouunr xVMM  cos  (3.31) 

where  

Mu is the required ultimate moment; 

α is the horizontal swinging angle; 

Vu is the total vertical load; and 
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x0 is the distance between the crane’s centerline and the center of rotation (see 

Figure 3.3 and 3.5). 

The total required ultimate moment Mu satisfying Equation (3.16) and vertical 

load Vu are calculated satisfying Equation and (3.32). 

 cwswaddloadu WWWWV   (3.32) 

where  

Wload is the weight of the lifted load; 

Wadd is the weight of the additional load for the slings and rigging; 

Wsw is the weight of the crane structure, e.g., boom or tower, jib, machine; 

Wcw is the weight of the counterweight; 

The reaction under the truck crane’s four outriggers—two front, Pfb, Pfc, and two 

rear, Prb, Prc (see Figure 3.3)—are calculated satisfying Equations (3.33) to 

(3.36) (Shapiro et al., 1999).  
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where dt and dl are the distances between outriggers in the transverse direction 

and in the longitudinal direction, respectively (see Figure 3.3). 
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For tower crane with bolt anchorage support the reactions for four legs are 

calculated using the same methodology as described for truck crane satisfying 

Equations (3.33) to (3.36). 

For crawler crane, pressures under the tracks are denoted as Pfront and Prear (see 

Figure 3.5). Due to the vertical load, front or rear moment, and side moment 

around the center of rotation, track pressure can be sub-divided into three 

categories (Shapiro et al., 1999), v, fe and fs, which can be calculated satisfying 

Equations (3.37) to (3.39): 
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where w is the crawler track width and dl, dt are the length of each track and the 

distance between the tracks, respectively. 

The track pressure diagram will assume either a trapezoidal or a triangular shape 

as shown in Figures 3.28 and 3.28. If sfv 
> ef , then the pressure diagram is 

trapezoidal (see Figure 3.28). 
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Figure 3.28: Trapezoidal pressure diagram under crawler track 

The pressure for the track on the boom (load) side can be calculated satisfying 

Equations (3.40) and (3.41): 

(3.41)                                                                                           

(3.40)                                                                                          
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The pressure for the track on the counterweight side can be calculated satisfying 

Equations (3.42) and (3.43): 

(3.43)                                                                                           

(3.42)                                                                                           
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If sfv 
< ef , then the pressure diagram in the triangular form over length l will 

appear as shown in Figure 3.29, and the side can be calculated satisfying 

Equation (3.44): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.29: Triangular pressure diagram under crawler track 
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(3.44)                                                                                          
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The pressure for the track on the load side (Pfront1) (see Figure 3.5) can be 

calculated satisfying Equation (3.45): 

(3.45)                                                                                     
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The pressure for the track on the counterweight side (Pfront2) (see Figure 3.5) can 

be calculated satisfying Equation (3.46): 

(3.46)                                                                                  
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In the fixed condition, the reaction under the truck crane’s four outriggers—two 

front (Pfb, Pfc) and two rear (Prb, Prc)—and the pressures under the front and rear 

(Pfront, Prear) of each track of the crawler crane are calculated (see Figure 3.30). 

In addition, the maximum ground pressure for that particular position of crane is 

displayed. Also, this system generates a supporting system design using either 

timber or steel based on the maximum ground pressure (Hasan et al., 2010a). 

   

(a)       (b) 

Figure 3.30: Mobile crane support reactions: (a) truck crane; (b) crawler crane 
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In the swinging condition, the four outriggers’ reaction values or the pressure of 

the two tracks (depending on the crane) can be calculated in each position of 

crane swing up to 360°. The mobile crane has the option to swing over 360°, 

over front/rear, or over side In order to control the crane swing the system 

provides a “Lift Quadrants” option in the crane operations input form as shown 

in Figure 3.10. Based on the “Lift Quadrants” option, the user must provide the 

initial and final swing angles in the support reaction calculation form as shown 

in Figure 3.30. The user can also change the angle of the crane boom to the 

ground by setting the minimum and maximum boom angles to be at the ground 

and by specifying the required increments of change of these angles (see Figure 

3.31). 

 
Figure 3.31: Crane swing condition angle input form 

A reaction influence chart for up to 360° of swing, in increments predetermined 

by the user, is also integrated into the system (Hasan et al., 2009a). The reaction 

influence chart provides the four outrigger reaction value for truck cranes or the 

maximum and minimum pressure of tracks for crawler cranes for each swing 

angle of the crane for a particular boom angle to the ground. The reaction 

influence chart changes with a change in boom angle, and the user can view 

different charts for different boom angles to the ground. In addition to being 

displayed in the chart, this information is also shown in a tabulated format which 
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the user can view using a standard spreadsheet; the maximum values from that 

table are highlighted, available for reference by the user as shown in Figure 3.32. 

Cases of unsafe rotation are also highlighted in this table, including any case in 

which the outrigger reaction value becomes negative. Both the influence chart 

and the table show where the crane can swing safely and where there is the 

possibility of tipping failure. Finally, the maximum pressure on the ground due 

to all changing conditions of boom is displayed, and the system provides an 

allowable design pressure value which reflects a safety factor sensitive to the 

type of crane (truck / crawler) in order to design the supporting system using 

either timber or steel (see Figure 3.32) (Hasan et al., 2009b).  

 

Figure 3.32: Reaction influence chart with warning of tipping failure (Hasan et 

al., 2009b) 
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Instability accidents due to tipping of mobile cranes have generally resulted from 

faulty decisions to perform lifts which either exceed the lifting capacity of the 

crane or swing in an area that is not permitted by the crane load chart. The 

proposed system does not allow the user to design for a load that exceeds the 

crane’s capacity or violates swing constraints. If the ‘lift quadrants” of the crane 

configuration displayed are “over side and rear” as shown in Figure 3.10 and the 

user has designed it for a 360°-swing (see Figure 3.31), the support reaction may 

become negative just after the 90° swing, as shown in Figure 3.32. In this case 

the user must maintain the crane swing from -90° to +90° as shown in Figure 

3.33. 

 
Figure 3.33: Reaction influence chart (Hasan et al. 2009b) 
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Crane instability may also occur due to the lack of a proper crane support 

system. Accordingly, this system also provides the design of crane supports 

(Hasan et al., 2010a), based on the maximum ground pressure given by the 

system, the allowable bearing capacity of the soil, and the allowable bending and 

shear stress of the material to be used. The system provides the actual stresses of 

the materials and compares these values with the allowable stress values for the 

selected type of material. The result is highlighted if the discrepancy is such that 

the design is determined to be unsafe as shown in Figure 3.34. In the case of a 

failure, the user is prompted with a message indicating the type of failure, at 

which point the user is presented with the option to either increase the material 

size and select another material type, or reinforce the soil. 

 

Figure 3.34: Safety warning about supporting material failure (Hasan et al. 

2009b) 

High wind speed affects the crane’s lifting operations and also can create crane 

instability. This research develops a methodology to incorporate wind speed data 
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into lift analysis, from which crane support reactions are calculated during each 

lifting operation and stability is checked. Due to high wind speed an additional 

moment which is called here the wind moment, is developed at the crane base. 

The wind moment Mw is a function of the wind velocity and pressure. The wind 

pressure can be calculated as follows: 

Wind Pressure = ½ (density of air) (wind speed)
2
 (shape factor).  

The density of air is about 1.25 kg/m3. The shape factor (drag coefficient) 

depends on the shape of the body. It has order of magnitude 1 (assume) and is 

dimension less. Thus,  

Wind Pressure = (1.25/2) (wind speed)
2
 = 5/8 (wind speed)

2
 

If the wind velocity is Vw then the wind pressure q can be calculated satisfying 

Equation (3.47): 

 
8

5
2

wV
q   (3.47) 

where Vw represents metres per second and q represents Newtons per square 

metre. The height or lift elevation is an important factor in this regard, since the 

wind speed is measured at 10 m above the ground. The Construction Plant-hire 

Association (2009) suggests wind speed multiplying factors (fw) for lifting 

operations higher than 10 meters above the ground. Thus the wind pressure q can 

be calculated satisfying Equation (3.48): 

 w
w f

V
q

8

5
2

  (3.48) 

where Vw represents metres per second and q represents Newtons per square 

metre.  
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To simplify the wind moment calculation it is assumed that the surface of the 

boom or tower and jib is solid and rectangular. Therefore, resultant wind forces 

are calculated based on the surface area and wind pressure acting on that surface, 

e.g., wind force on boom (Fb) or tower (Ft), jib (Fj) and lifted load (Fl) (see 

Figure 3.35 and 3.36). Due to negligible surface area, the wind pressures acting 

upon the crane rigging, gantry, and other parts are considered to be negligible. 

Figure 3.35 and 3.36 present the different steps for calculating wind forces on a 

mobile crane and tower crane respectively. The wind moment Mw is calculated 

satisfying Equation (3.49): 

 lljjbbw HFHFHFM   (3.49) 

where Hb, Hj, and Hl are the height of the resultant wind forces acting upon the 

boom, jib, and lifted load, respectively. 

 

Figure 3.35: Wind acting on mobile crane 
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Figure 3.36: Wind acting on tower crane 

The resultant wind force on boom (Fb) or tower (Ft), jib (Fj) and lifted load (Fl) 

can be calculated satisfying Equation (3.50). 

 shapeqfBAF )( 
 

(3.50) 

Where A and B is the dimension of the object’s surface (boom, tower or the load) 

where the wind pressure acting and fshape is the shape factor. For a solid surface 

fshape = 1. 

Wind moment affects the total moments acting around the crane sides Mns, as 

well as those acting on the crane rear or front Mnr. Thus these moments are 

calculated satisfying Equations (3.51) and (3.52): 

 )sin(sin   wuns MMM  (3.51) 

 ouwunr xVMMM  )cos(cos   (3.52) 

where  

Mu is the ultimate moment; 

Mw is the moment created by the wind force; 

ω is the direction of wind measured counter-clockwise from the north; 

α is the horizontal swinging angle; 
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Vu is the total vertical load; and 

x0 is the distance between the crane’s centerline and the center of rotation. 

 

Support reactions satisfying Equations (3.33) to (3.36) need to be calculated 

using the updated crane side moment Mns and rear or front moment Mnr. Figure 

3.36 and 3.37 show the effect of wind on crawler crane track pressure and tower 

crane reactions respectively in the reaction influence chart (Hasan et al., 2010). 

The crawler crane used in this analysis (Figure 3.37) is a Liebherr LR 1300 and 

the tower crane is used in this analysis (Figure 3.38) is Wilbert WT2405L lifting 

a 30-ton load within a 30 m radius. 

 

Figure 3.37: Crawler track pressure  
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Figure 3.38: Tower crane reactions  
 

Wind direction plays an important role in calculating the support reactions. 

Figure 3.39 and 3.40 present the crawler track pressure of PFront1 at 13.9 m/s 

wind speed and tower reaction of PFront1 at 20 m/s wind speed respectively at 

different wind directions and within 360° of rotation with a lifted load of 30 tons 

at 30 m radius.  

 

Figure 3.39: Wind direction effects on crawler crane operations 
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Figure 3.40: Wind direction effects on tower crane operations 

 

MS-Excel spreadsheets are developed to calculate the support reactions with 

respect to wind speed, direction, and the lifting height for mobile crane and 

tower crane. The user needs to first input the crane geometric and operations 

information in a spreadsheet as shown in Figure 3.41. The user must then specify 

the wind speed, direction, and the lifted load information, along with the lifting 

height, in another spreadsheet. Figures 3.42 and 3.43 illustrate the support 

reactions for 360° rotation along with wind speed and direction for crawler crane 

and tower crane, respectively. 
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Figure 3.41: Crane geometric and operations input form 
 

 

Figure 3.42: Crawler crane support reaction calculation form with wind speed 

and direction 
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Figure 3.43: Tower crane support reaction calculation form with wind speed and 

direction 

The developed crane stability analysis system performance has been verified 

with another system, the Ground Bearing Pressure Estimator (GBPE), provided 

by Manitowoc Cranes, Inc. GBPE provides the option to calculate the ground 

pressure for the Manitowoc crawler crane only. In comparing the ground 

pressure results for a Manitowoc 4600 (Series 3) crane lifting a total load of 

162,000 kg within a radius of 5.49 m using the GBPE (see Figure 3.44), for 

instance, the output maximum ground pressure when operating over the front (0° 

swing angle) is 402 kPa, while at the critical position (151° swing angle) the 

value is 436 kPa (see Figure 3.45).  
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Figure 3.44: GBPE crane selection and input form 

 

                 
Figure 3.45: Output ground pressure from GBPE 

Performing the same configuration in the proposed system as shown in Figure 

3.46, the output maximum design pressure when operating at a 0° swing angle is 

417 kPa (ground pressure 363 kPa) (see Figure 3.47) while at a 151° swing angle 

the value is found to be 469 kPa (ground pressure 408 kPa).  
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Figure 3.46: Support design crane configuration and input form 

While GBPE is only applicable to Manitowoc crawler cranes, the proposed 

system provides the ground pressure values for 195 different cranes, including a 

reaction influence chart for 360° swing with varying boom angles, also in a 

tabulated format with the potential to design a crane supporting system using 

either timber or steel. 

 
Figure 3.47: Track pressure for a specified position of crane 
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3.2.5 Crane Operations Simulation  

After analysing the crane stability and designing the crane support system, the 

user need to simulate the crane activity to obtain a detailed schedule and identify 

the number of crane required. Crane operations can be broken down into 

separate activities which are dependent on: (1) source location (location of the 

load when delivered to the site); (2) destination location (final design location); 

(3) weight and size; (4) priority setting; (5) crane location; (6) boom/jib length; 

(7) rotating/hoisting speed; and (8) reach (required lifting radii). In order to 

simulate the lifting operation, travel speeds for hoisting, radial, and horizontal 

trolley movements also need to be considered. A simulation model has been 

developed using Simphony.NET3.5 (Hajjar and AbouRizk, 1999) as shown in 

Figure 3.48. The Simphony software allows users to select different kinds of 

distribution models depending on the uncertainty of the activity. For example, 

for construction sites, if the change of source location is slight, the user can 

select the “uniform” distribution for the crane hook swing activity. However, if 

the change of source location is significant then the user needs to select a 

different distribution for hook swing activity which can accommodate the 

uncertainty of the reallocation (i.e., triangular or normal distribution). Based on 

the project activity schedule, the construction site necessitates that a crane 

complete any remaining lifting activities. The following steps describe the total 

time required to perform an activity: 

a. Lifting requirement is described by the activity schedule. 
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b. All activities which require lifting are added to a waiting list for the next 

available crane. 

c. The crane operator selects a lift (object) based on the project schedule. 

d. The crane hook moves from the last location to the source location of the 

load (ts1). 

e. Hoist-down without any load (th-down1). 

f. Hook the load (thooking). 

g. Hoist-up the load (th-up1).  

h. Perform radial (swing) movement (ts2).  

i. Perform horizontal (trolley) or vertical (luffing) movement of the load (tl). 

j. Hoist-down the load (th-down2). 

k. Position and unhook the load (tun-hooking). 

l. Hoist-up without the load (th-up2). 

m.  The crane hook moves to another source location to pick a load based on 

the lifting schedule. 

n.  If no activities are waiting for a crane, the hook moves to a predefined 

parking location and the simulation stops. 
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Figure 3.48: Crane operations simulation model from Simphony.NET3.5 

 

Most of the activities vary based on the complexity of the work and on crew 

performance. Swing activity depends on the radial distance between the source 

location of the load to the destination location and the crane’s swinging speed. 

Similarly, hoist-up and hoist-down activities depend upon the hoisting speed of 

the crane with and without the load, and the height of the destination location. 

The developed simulation model provides the possible time for each lifting 

cycle. The total time spent by a crane on a full lifting cycle operation (Tf) can be 

calculated satisfying Equation (3.53) 

221121 uphhookingundownhluphhookingdownhssf tttttttttT  

  (3.53) 

The number of cranes required for project (N) can be calculated satisfying 

Equation (3.54): 
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where the notation  x means that x is rounded up to the closest integer value, nA 

is the number of lifting activities/cycles per day and TO is the total operation 

time of the project on a typical day. The idle time of the crane is waste, and thus 

it is not considered in determining the number of crane required 

Most of the critical planning as well as productivity analysis for crane operations 

need to be performed during the crane selection process. If it is found that the 

selected crane remains idle for most of the work duration (non-productive), then 

the planning engineer needs to select a different crane in order to avoid schedule 

delays and/or cost overruns. 

3.2.6  Crane Operations Productivity Analysis 

Crane productivity analysis does not receive much attention by practitioners. 

This research proposes to analyze the productivity of lifting operations during 

the crane selection and planning process. Traditionally, tower cranes are mainly 

used in high-rise building construction and mobile cranes are used for heavy 

industrial construction projects. There are different ways to analyse and improve 

the crane operations productivity. Technology such as wireless control video 

monitoring system and radio frequency identification (RFID) can be used to 

improve the productivity of both tower crane and mobile crane operations. Lean 

principles, which have been used by the manufacturing company for several 

years, can be used to improve the crane operations productivity as well. This 

thesis provides an opportunity to improve the productivity of tower crane 
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operations by using double-jib instead of single jib. Two or more technically 

feasible cranes are required for the productivity analysis. 

Traditional tower crane operation poses several challenges, namely 1) the wind 

affects the running of the boom during lifting, 2) torsion forces occur in the 

central tower, and 3) assembling, dismantling and transporting the crane from 

one yard to another can be complex, which decrease the productivity of lifting 

operations. Taking these deficiencies into consideration, the productivity 

analysis considers a tower crane equipped with two jibs (see Figure 3.49). As 

cranes are the most expensive equipment in the construction process, the 

productivity analysis and improvement of crane operations become important 

factors in the construction industry. This thesis provides a methodology to 

calculate the crane swing productivity of traditional (single-jib) tower cranes and 

double-jib tower cranes (see Figure 3.49), which swings with the assistance of 

mounted propellers. 

 

Figure 3.49: Double-jib crane operation  
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To derive the mathematical apparatus needed to obtain mean estimations of 

productivity, the crane is conveniently located at the origin of the Cartesian 

coordinate’s frame, the X axis of which is defined as the line connecting the 

crane to the pick point (see Figure 3.50). The rotation angle needed to take the 

load from the pick point to its destination is referred to as α and is subjected to 

the constraint  0  degree. 

 
Figure 3.50: Geometrical parameters used for the estimation of mean 

productivity 

Assuming the pick point is fixed, the full cycle of a single-jib crane (pick point 

to destination to pick point) requires both a forward and a backward rotation 

totaling )2(   angle units. For a double-jib crane, two different scenarios should 

be considered (Figure 3.51): 

1. When  2  , the full rotation cycle is described by  2
 in the same 

way as its single-jib counterpart. 

2. However, for rotations larger than  2 , the total rotation is constant and 

equals  since in this case both arms are used in sequence to lift loads. 
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Figure 3.51: Total rotation angle for a double-jib crane when α > π/2 

To analyze the crane’s productivity, the swing angle can be assumed to be a 

uniformly-distributed random variable, that is, X ~ ),0( U , and in this way it 

becomes possible to quantify the average swing savings that results from using a 

double-jib crane (Hasan et al. 2013).  

1. For a single-jib crane, if the swing angle is  then the cycle angle (i.e., 

pick point to destination to pick point) is 2 . In this case, the average 

cycle angle can be computed as the expected value of the random 

variable, X2 , satisfying Equation (3.55): 






 
0

single
22

dx
xX

      (3.55)

 

2. On the other hand, for a double-jib crane, the cycle angle is X2 for 

20  X , whereas for 2X
 such an angle is constant and equals 

 . As a result, the expected cycle angle can be computed satisfying 

Equation (3.56):  
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Based on these expected values, a double-jib crane is on average 25% more 

efficient in comparison to its single-jib counterpart. However, the distribution of 

such savings cannot be uniform since it is essentially achieved only for angles 

greater than 2 . The ratio between the cycle angles of the double- and single-

jib cranes can be modeled satisfying Equation (3.57):  
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   (3.57)

 

The above function is represented in Figure 3.52. 

 

Figure 3.52: Ratio of single-jib to double-jib crane cycle angle (Hasan et al., 

2013) 
 

From the above analysis, a recommendation can be made to use a double-jib 

crane if most of the lifts have swing angles greater than . 
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Construction is known to be subject to a variety of uncertainties, and requires a 

model that incorporates these variables. Let us assume that the number of daily 

lifts is described by the discrete distribution which provides three different 

scenarios (see Figure 3.53):  

1. the worst-case scenario, in which only 1n  lifts were performed; 

2. the most likely case, where the operator manages 2n lifts; and 

3. the best-case scenario, in which 
3n  lifts were completed. 

Associated with each of the above cases are the probabilities 21 , pp and 3p .  

 

Figure 3.53: Three different scenarios of daily lifts (Hasan et al., 2013) 

In addition, it is assumed that the number of lifts is a result of the swing angle, 

such that the greater the angle, the smaller the number of lifts. Although this is a 

simplification of crane operations, it has the advantage of providing a framework 

that takes uncertainty into account. As a result, the following piecewise uniform 

distributions will be considered for each of the cases enumerated above. 

According to Figure 3.54, the worst-case scenario (corresponding to 1n lifts) is 
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described by the distribution of the swing angle depicted in Figure 3.54a. In this 

case the probability 
3,1q of wide swinging (here assumed to be between 120° and 

180°) is greater than those corresponding to smaller angles. The swing angles of 

the most likely lifting scenario were chosen to be uniformly distributed 

according to Figure 3.54b, with the probabilities written as 
3,22,21,2 qqq  . 

Here the indices are retained for the sake of generality and uniformity of the 

notation. As for the best-case scenario, it is characterized by a large probability 

of small swing angles (see Figure 3.54c), thus making the lifting operation faster 

and more productive. 

At this point, using the distribution of swing angles corresponding to the worst-, 

most likely, and best-case scenarios, the expected value of the cycle angle can be 

derived, from which one can obtain the productivity ratio between single- and 

double-jib cranes. 

1. For a single-jib crane, the expected daily cycle angle (pick point to 

destination to pick point) can be represented as a dot product of two 

vectors, satisfying Equation (3.58) (Hasan et al., 2013): 
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Where, 

q is the probability of swing angles 

p is the probability of number of daily lifts 
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α1, α2 and α3 are the swing angles where 3  
is the greatest possible swing 

angle, which in many practical scenarios can be equated to  . 

 
Figure 3.54: Distribution of swing angles for (a) the worst-case, (b) the most 

likely and (c) the best-case lift scenarios (Hasan et al., 2013) 

2. In a similar manner, the expected daily cycle angle for a double-jib crane 

can be determined based on the distributions given in Figures 3.53 and 

3.54 satisfying Equation (3.59) (Hasan et al., 2013). However, in this 

particular case an assumption can be made that 221   , which is 

well-founded since for angles smaller than 2  there is no benefit to 

using a double-jib crane (see Figure 3.52).  
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To illustrate the usefulness of the above theory, Figure 3.55 shows the 

productivity ratio (double-jib over single-jib) for varying values of 1 and 2 . As 

for the other parameters, they are set satisfying Equation (3.60) (Hasan et al., 

2013): 
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Using the input parameters shown above, the contour map as shown in Figure 

3.55 was obtained for the productivity. 

 
 

Figure 3.55: Contours for productivity ratios (double-jib over single-jib crane) 

for varying values of α1 and α2 (Hasan et al., 2013) 

An interesting application of the contour map depicted in Figure 3.55 is the 

determination of the angles that will lead to a given goal in terms of productivity. 

As can be seen, for any given productivity ratio, a range of possible values for 
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1 and 2 can be easily determined. Such values can, in turn, be used to help 

locate the position of the crane that will lead to the selected productivity. 

Wind also effects the crane operations and due to the high wind conditions in 

some places cranes need to be shut downed for a significant amount of time 

which affects the productivity of overall crane operations. Thus, the user needs 

to calculate the possible stoppage period of the selected crane operations during 

the crane selection planning process and make his choice accordingly.  

3.2.7 Wind Effect Analysis  

According to crane manufacturers’ information on maximum allowable wind 

speeds, tower cranes have the advantage of usability in higher wind speeds (on 

average 9-14 m/s for mobile crane compared to 15-20 m/s for tower crane). 

However, when practitioners use simulation tools to select the most appropriate 

cranes for a specific operation, the effect of wind is often ignored even though 

high wind speed affects the crane’s lifting operations and creates safety hazards. 

The proposed methodology analyzes both crane and project-related factors, 

considering historical wind speed data in the project location and determining if 

the selected crane (based on its capacity) would be operational during most of 

the project days and all the time during those days. Wind speed and direction 

varies across locations, seasons, and even hours. It is apparent that using daily 

average (or even maximum) wind speed data from project location does not 

capture the true scenario. Thus, in this research, hourly historical weather data 

from the project location has been utilized to sample wind speed and directions 
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at each hour during construction work. Figure 3.56 illustrates the hourly wind 

speed in Saskatoon, Canada, for the year 2010. 

 

Figure 3.56: Hourly wind speeds in Saskatoon, 2010 

The effect of wind on crane operations can be evaluated by plotting the 

cumulative distribution curve for historical wind speed data and then fitting the 

crane’s maximum allowable wind speed as shown in Figure 3.57. This allows 

the analyst to determine the percentage of days for which the wind may exceed 

the maximum allowable speed, i.e., will force the crane to cease operations.  

 

Figure 3.57: Wind cumulative frequency 
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Usually, crane manufacturers or rental companies provide the maximum wind 

speed beyond which a specific crane’s operations must be shut down. Different 

jurisdictions may have their own regulations regarding these maximums as well. 

In this research, the maximum wind speed data is collected through literature 

reviews, manufacturers’ handbooks, agency guidelines, and industry experts’ 

reports. Some guidelines set 32 km/h as the safe wind speed for crane operations 

(Brookhaven National Laboratory, 2011), while other references suggest 50 

km/h and 72 km/h for mobile and tower cranes, respectively (Watson, 2004; 

Construction Plant-hire Association, 2009) at 10m height from the ground. 

For this research, maximum allowable wind speeds for mobile and tower cranes 

are assumed to be 50 km/h and 72 km/h, respectively at 10m above the ground. 

In a construction project in Saskatoon, if the lifting height is 20m, then the 

maximum allowable operational wind speed limit need to be reduced by 10% 

(Construction Plant-hire Association, 2009). Drawing the line at 45 km/h 

maximum sustained wind speed for the mobile crane operation in Figure 3.57 

suggests that the crane operations are to be shut down about 3% of total project 

duration (in days).  The number is significantly greater (more than 30%) if the 

wind gust is considered.  On the other hand, tower cranes’ maximum allowable 

wind speed can be assumed to be 65 km/h at 20m height, and from the Figure 

3.57, it is found that the tower cranes can operate safely under both of these 

conditions. The results are summarized in Table 3.5. 
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Table 3.5: Wind effects at different crane operations in Saskatoon on 2010 

Crane Options 

Shutdown Period (in % of days in a year) 

Considering Max. 

Sustained Wind 

Considering Wind 

Gust 

Crawler Crane 3% 30% 

Tower Crane 0% 0% 

 

Once the cranes have been identified satisfying simulation, productivity and 

wind effects, the final steps are to determine which is most suitable based on the 

remaining factors, namely carbon emissions, and cost. 

3.2.8 Environmental Footprint (Carbon Emission) Analysis 

Climate change has emerged as a major challenge for the international 

community. Carbon footprint quantification, analysis, and reduction are keys to 

preventing climate change. Construction cranes consume considerable amounts 

of energy and emit significant volumes of CO2 on site. Since 2006, the 

Government of Canada has been introducing regulations to reduce emissions 

from key sources (Environment Canada, 2010). Cranes were listed in the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) non-road vehicles and equipment 

category as one of the main sources of emissions (EPA, 2005). Due to the large 

amount of diesel used on site, the EPA published a Non-road Diesel Program to 

advance emission control technologies for engines used in non-road equipment 

(EPA, 2004). However, the NONROAD model data was only intended to predict 

average emissions for a fleet of vehicles. Similar data is needed to quantify the 

CO2 emissions generated by on-site crane engines. One of the primary 

determinants of CO2 emissions from mobile sources is the amount of carbon in 
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the fuel. Carbon content varies, but average carbon content values can be used to 

estimate CO2 emissions (EPA, 2005). The Code of Federal Regulations specifies 

that there are 2,778 grams of carbon content per gallon of gasoline or diesel fuel. 

Each molecule of CO2 weighs 3.66 times more than an atom of carbon alone. In 

an average liquid hydrocarbon-burning engine, it can be assumed that 99 percent 

of the fuel will oxidize. Thus the CO2 emission per gallon of diesel consumption 

is 10,084 gm (2,778g×3.66×0.99). The EPA NONROAD model provides fleet 

average emission estimates according to Equation (3.54) (EPA, 2004). Due to 

the machines’ duty cycles, the fuel consumption rates vary among individual 

vehicles. The total amount of CO2 emissions (CCE) by a mobile crane during a 

year can be calculated satisfying Equation (3.61), 

EFALFPNCCE kw     (3.61)                                

where N is the number of cranes, Pkw is the average engine power (kW), LF is 

the load factor, A is the activity (h/year), and EF is the emission factor (g/kW h). 

During the idle/full throttle/ shut-down periods, the consumption rate changes. 

One must first observe the differing fuel consumption rates during different 

periods and then identify how to reduce the CO2 emissions. 

When the mobile crane is swinging, hoisting, luffing, and holding the lift items, 

it is assumed that the engine is in the full-throttle condition. The duration of full 

throttle in a day (LFf) can be calculated satisfying Equation (3.62),  

ff TnLF       (3.62) 
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where Tf is the total time spent by a crane for a full lifting cycle operation (see 

Equation 2) and n is the number of crane cycles. Thus, the total amount of CO2 

emissions (CCE) by a mobile crane during full throttling can be calculated 

satisfying Equation (3.63): 

EFALFPNCCE fkwf     (3.63) 

Mobile crane operators often idle their engines to operate the air conditioning, or 

lights, or to keep their engine warm in cold weather. Idling also occurs during 

the intermittent stage between two lift cycles, or while a crane operator waits to 

load or unload their lift item. Previous research has established a correlation 

between idling engine revolutions per minute (rpm), air conditioning (AC), and 

the amount of fuel consumed during idling (Argonne National Laboratory, 2010). 

If the total operation time per day is TO hours, then idling time (LFi) can be 

calculated satisfying Equation (3.64): 

dayhrsLFTLF fOi /     (3.64) 

The total amount of CCE by a mobile crane during idling can be calculated 

satisfying Equation (3.65): 

kwiii PALFEFNCCE     (3.65) 

where EFi is the idling emission factor (the grams of CO2 emitted per hour when 

idling).  

The CO2 emissions of a tower crane are relatively lower than those of a mobile 

crane at the same productivity level. In this section, emphasis is placed on 
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deriving a quantitative estimation for the calculation of CO2 for tower cranes 

during the swing operation. Let Y be the cycle angle for a given lift operation; in 

such a case the energy associated with this motion is defined satisfying 

Equations (3.66),  

  

j

kw

Y
PE



2
cycle 

    (3.66)
 

The ratio   2Y
 is a representation of the cycle angle as a fraction of a full 

rotation of the jib. j  and 
kwP  refer to the speed of jib (expressed in rotations per 

second) and the power (expressed in kilowatts) required to perform a single full 

rotation. Assuming the distribution of swing angles is known, the average yearly 

energy consumption is obtained satisfying Equations (3.67), 
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where n  and d represent the average number of lifts per day and the number of 

working days per year, respectively.  

Tower cranes traditionally operate on electricity. Since a primary energy source, 

such as coal, natural gas, or petroleum, is needed to generate electricity, CO2 

emissions are attributable to the tower crane lifting process. The Energy 

Information Administration (EIA) in the United States has collected data on CO2 

emissions from electricity generation (EPA, 2000). The CO2 emissions are 

presented on the basis of total mass (tons), output rate (pounds per kilowatt-

hour), and the average output rate, which is the ratio of pounds of CO2 emitted 
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per kilowatt-hour to electricity produced from all energy sources, both fossil and 

non-fossil. The greenhouse gas (GHG) emission factor used to estimate GHG 

reductions is based on the GHG emission intensity of marginal electricity 

generation in each province. It is assumed that incremental renewable power 

generation replaces existing marginal electricity generation. To obtain a national 

factor, the emissions factor for the marginal fuel in each province was weighted 

by the provincial share of electricity generation, and then summed. Thus, across 

Canada, a GHG emission factor of 465.88 t/GWh was used (Environment 

Canada, 2010). Examples of such GHGs are methane, perfluorocarbons and 

nitrous oxide. The contribution of a given gas to the greenhouse effect is affected 

by both its characteristics and its abundance. Equivalent CO2 (CO2E) is the 

concentration of CO2 that would cause the same level of radiative forcing as a 

given type and concentration of GHG. The total amount of CO2 emission (CCE) 

by a tower crane during full operation can be calculated satisfying Equation 

(3.68): 

EFECCE      (3.68)
 

where EF is the emission factor. 

3.2.9 Cost Analysis 

A primary focus of most projects is cost, and lifting costs depend on the selected 

equipment (crane) and related resources. Generally, calculating a crane’s cost is 

complex, since the manager needs to account for a large number of direct 

variables including: (1) crane rental cost per specific period (hour/week/month); 

(2) transportation; (3) installation; (4) disassembly; (5) support; (6) maintenance; 
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and (7) operators’ wages. This research introduces a methodology for scoring 

cranes in order to evaluate their effect in terms of cost on a particular project 

considering direct variables. In order to set up the calculation procedure, two 

types of scores are requested from the lift planners or managers: (i) a horizontal 

scoring obtained by comparing the cranes with respect to each individual 

variable listed in Table 3.6 and (ii) a vertical scoring in which the impact of the 

variables is evaluated in terms of their impact on the overall cost to the project. 

The scores collected after surveying by the lift planner or manager are first 

normalized and organized into two matrices, the first referred to as the cost 

matrix and the second the weighting effect matrix. Templates for these matrices 

are provided in Equation (3.69). 

Table 3.6: Crane cost scores 

Cost Factors 
Project Type: Industrial Project 

Crane #1 Crane #2 ….. Crane #i 

Rental cost of crane per day cR1
 cR2

 ….. c

iR  

Cost of transportation of crane cT1  cT2  ….. c

iT  

Cost of installation of crane  cI1
 cI 2

 ….. c

iI  

Cost of disassembly of crane cD1
 cD2

 ….. c

iD  

Cost of support system cS1  cS2  ….. c

iS  

Cost of Maintenance if 

needed 

cM1  cM 2  
….. 

c

iM  

Crane operator wages cO1  cO2  ….. c

iO  
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(3.69) 

where WR, WT, WI, WD, WS, WM, and WO are the impact scores on the overall cost 

of crane rent, transportation, installation, disassembly, support, maintenance, and 

operator wages, respectively. 

To normalize the scores occurring in the matrices of Equation (3.69), a linear 

utility function is introduced which maps the discrete scores ranging from 1 to 5 

(as used in the survey) onto the continuous interval [0, 1]. To illustrate the 

normalization procedure, let  c

i

cc RRR ,,, 21   be the “Rental cost” values for 

Cranes 1 to i. To obtain the corresponding normalized cost score, a linear utility 

function is used which maps the subjective opinion scores onto the range  1,0  

according to Equation (3.70). 

 
cc

cc

ic

i

c

i
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RR
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minmax

min~




                               (3.70) 

where  c

i

ccc RRRR ,,,min 21min   and  c

i

ccc RRRR ,,,max 21max  . From the 

above equation, it is clear that the largest score is assigned a relative score equal 

to 1 whereas the smallest is given 0. Here, it is worth mentioning that if all the 

cranes are equally ranked by the lift planner or manager, the largest and smallest 
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values are identical, making Equation (3.70) unusable because the denominator 

becomes zero. This, however, is not an issue since in such a case the contribution 

from the variable—say “Rental cost”, for instance—can be ignored because its 

contribution to the overall cost score is identical for all cranes. Before moving on 

to investigating other issues, Equation (3.70) should be assessed in terms of the 

consistency of the scoring. In order to illustrate this issue, let us assume three 

cranes are being compared with respect to two variables: “Rental cost” and 

“Transportation”, and that the lift planner has reported the following scores 

 5,4,3R  and  2,1,1T . Based on the underlying assumption of Equation 

(3.37), the normalized score corresponding to the value “5” in “Rental cost” will 

be “1”, whereas for the variable “Transport”, it is the value “2” which will be 

assigned “1” as a normalized score. Of course, absolute scaling can be obtained 

if one uses the largest (5) and smallest (1) scores as the maximum and minimum 

values in Equation (3.70). Although this aspect might be viewed as a limitation, 

it must be emphasized that such a choice is motivated by the need for an 

algorithm which can be applied to user-suggested scores as well as to 

quantitative values. Indeed, when actual monetary values for the variables listed 

in Table 3.1 are known for each crane, normalized scores must be calculated 

based on such quantities. Note that, in contrast to the case of user-suggested 

scores, it is not possible to construct an absolute utility function since absolute 

minimums and maximums cannot be defined for monetary quantities.  

At this point, the overall cost score can readily be obtained (for each crane) by 

taking the product of the matrices variablesW and cranesC , which leads to a one-row 
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matrix the elements of which are the scores for cranes 1 to i; the best option is 

expressed according to Equation (3.71), 

 cranesiables CW  varmaxoptionBest                                          (3.71) 

A decision support matrix is created (see Figure 3.58) to identify the most 

economic cranes by comparing seven different cost factors. The impact score is 

the percentage impacts of each category on the project are displayed based on 

the owner/contractor opinions. The crane scores are relative crane cost sores 

displayed for each feasible crane based on the experts’ opinion. The best option 

will be the crane with the highest score. It is recommended to select for further 

analysis two or more cranes with the highest scores among those considered. 

 
Figure 3.58: Sample for cost utility score assessment 

3.2.10 Identifying Most Feasible Cranes 

To identify most feasible cranes based on wind, carbon emission, and cost, each 

crane is first represented by a point in 3D space (referred to in mathematical 

terms as
3R ) with the following coordinates:  iii SCW  , ,  
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where Wi is the wind parameter, Ci is the CO2 emission factor, and Si is the cost 

score. Wi ranges from 0 to 100% and represents the expected crane utilization 

under the winds of the region, Ci the average mass (expressed in grams) of CO2 

emission, and Si is the cost utility score. Accordingly, the most appropriate crane 

is determined as the closest to a “perfect” prototype which, in the context of this 

research, is represented by a point the coordinates of which are described 

according to the Equation (3.72). 

  )max(,min%,100:scoordinate cranePerfect ii SC   (3.72) 

Although the above definition is mathematically sound, in practice it was found 

that making each coordinate unit-less by normalization increases the 

discrimination power of the proposed technique. As a result, the “perfect” crane 

is described according to Equation (3.73): 
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The most appropriate crane is identified using an overall utility score, calculated 

as a Euclidean distance between the point representing the selected crane and the 

perfect crane defined in Equation (3.72). Such a distance is determined 

according to Equation (3.74). 
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where i = 1, 2 ….., all selected lifting options. 
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The proposed methodology assists in selection of a cost-effective, energy-

efficient crane while satisfying other selection criteria, considering both tower 

and mobile cranes.  

3.2.11  Integration with Building Information Model (BIM) 

BIM allows better information sharing among project stakeholders and thus can 

improve safety, productivity, cost, scheduling, and resource management for 

projects. BIM can be advantageous for visualizing, verifying, and validating 

lifting activities in large-scale construction projects. Any large-scale construction 

project involves various inter-related activities where efficient resource sharing 

and utilization governs the success of the project. As such, BIM, if implemented 

effectively, should contain all relevant information within a single model. There 

are a number of external factors (such as wind and snow) which affect the 

schedule of a project; however, most existing models do not contain such 

information. Currently, BIM focuses mainly on: (1) laws and regulations, (2) 

material information and specifications, (3) procurement information, (4) facility 

information, (5) construction information, (6) simulation results, (7) 2D/3D 

drawings, and (8) visualization/animation models. This research proposes to 

integrate weather information into BIM, given the effect of weather on the 

construction schedule (see Figure 3.59).  
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Figure 3.59: Proposed Building Information Model (BIM) 
 

In specific, this research develops a methodology by which to incorporate 

historical wind speed data into lift analysis and simulation, from which crane 

support reactions are calculated and stability is checked during each lifting 

operation. Figure 3.60 illustrates the logical flowchart of the proposed 

integration, which incorporates wind speed simulation and crane support 

reaction calculations within the existing BIM. The proposed integrated model 

performs safety checks, simulates the lifting operations, and modifies the project 

schedule accordingly. The first step involves sampling hourly wind speed and 

direction based on historical weather data from the project location. This 

sampled hourly wind data is used alongside lift activity duration data to perform 

the simulation. The simulation model, developed using the Simphony.NET3.5 

general-purpose template, checks whether or not hourly wind speed is less than 

the allowable limit and either continues or suspends lift operations for the hour 

accordingly. The hourly wind data is also used to calculate the crane support 

reactions, while the output from the simulation model is used to update the 
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project lifting schedule. The proposed system also develops a 3D visualization 

model based on the simulation output, which is beneficial for error detections. 

 

Figure 3.60: Proposed BIM logical diagram (Hasan et al., 2012a) 

Figures 3.61 and 3.62 present the visualization of crane operations with wind 

speed, direction, and support reactions for the crawler crane and tower crane, 

respectively. Instability accidents due to tipping of mobile cranes have generally 

resulted from faulty decisions to perform lifts which either exceed the lifting 

capacity of the crane or swing in an area that is not permitted by the crane load 

chart. The proposed BIM warns (in red) if the lifting operations are unsafe due to 

high wind speed (e.g. exceeds the allowable limit) or if any of the support 

reactions become negative (e.g. tipping failure may occur). 
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Figure 3.61: BIM-supported visualization model for crawler crane operations 

 

 
Figure 3.62: BIM-supported visualization model for tower crane operations 
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3.3  Summary 

This chapter has presented a methodology to select most feasible crane (both 

mobile and tower) in an innovative way considering stability, wind effects, 

productivity, carbon emissions and cost. The significance of the developed 

decision support system is that it focuses on improving crane operation safety. 

This chapter has also presented a new approach to integrate weather information 

(currently only wind data) in BIM to control the crane operations. Integrating 

crane stability analysis using the wind data in BIM could open a new dimension 

to BIM thinking. Wind speed and direction and support reaction information in 

the visualization model can assist lift engineers to schedule crane operations 

more efficiently.  
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Chapter 4: Case Studies 

4.1  Introduction 

Three cases are used in this chapter to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

proposed methodology to improve crane operations. The first case study 

demonstrates the crane selection and support design for mobile crane operations. 

The second case presents the tower crane utilization and operations 

improvements using simulation and optimization. The last case study compares 

both mobile crane and tower crane in an industrial project in Saskatoon. 

4.2  Case 1: Pembina Lodge Project, Westlock, Alberta  

The case study involves the construction of a four-storey, 68-unit building for older 

adults, called Pembina Lodge, located at 10247-104 street, Westlock, Alberta, Canada 

(see Figure 4.1). The earthwork of the project started on July, 2011. 30 modules were 

required to construct the top three floors, and the main floor was constructed on-site. 

The module dimensions were 22 ft (6.7m) X 56 ft (17m) X 11 ft (3.4m) and the weight 

was 24.95 tons.  

   
      (a)              (b) 

Figure 4.1: Pembina Lodge project, (a) site map from Google Maps, (b) 

proposed building 
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The site had some constraints, most notably mature trees and overhead power 

lines, which influenced the crane’s location for module installation. The mature 

trees and the power lines served to limit crane accessibility; Routes 1 and 3 are 

the only options on the site by which the cranes can gain access from the existing 

roads, as shown in Figure 4.2. 

 

Figure 4.2: Site layout with feasible entrances 

According to the proposed methodology, the possible cranes were selected, and 

three possible paths were identified from the crane operations simulations. Table 

4.1 summarizes the three different scenarios with different crane types.  

Table 4.1: Scenarios with crane information 

 

Scenario 1, described in Figure 4.3, involved a required radius of 39 m with a 

32-ton capacity requirement. The Liebherr LIM 1800 all-terrain crane was 
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selected to satisfy the requirements. This scenario included two possible crane 

locations, one at the front side of the building, and the other at the back. In order 

to maximize crane and truck accessibility, the back location was selected, from 

which the crane could install all modules. Based on this analysis, 3D 

visualization in 3DS was built and simulated to identify conflicts and clearances 

between crane configurations and the building, or between crane configurations 

and modules, during lifting operations. The module installation sequences were 

also simulated using 3D visualization. There were no conflicts found in the 3D 

visualization. 

 

   

Figure 4.3: Simulation of Liebherr LTM 1800 

Scenario 2, illustrated in Figure 4.4, involved a required radius of 28.3 m and a 

capacity of 30 tons. The Liebherr LR 1300 crawler crane was selected for this 

scenario. The crane operations for this crane were as follows: (1) install the front 

two building units from the right side of the building to the left side, (2) move 
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the crane to the back side of the building, and (3) install the remaining units from 

the back side of the building. Based on these scenarios, 3D visualization in 3DS 

was built and simulated to identify clearances and crane operation sequences in 

order to install the modules. No conflicts, including clearance difficulties, were 

found in the model by visual observation. 

 
 

   

Figure 4.4: Simulation of Liebherr LR 1300 

Scenario 3, as shown in Figure 4.5, involved a required radius of 19.6 m and 

capacity of 28 tons. According to the crane selection calculation, in order to 

satisfy requirements, the Liebherr LR 1160 crawler crane was selected. The 

sequence of crane operations for this crane was as follows: (1) lift the module, 

(2) move the crane to the proper location between two towers of the building, (3) 

install the module onto the correct location and (4) move the crane back to the 

lifting location. The core point of the crane operation in this scenario was that 

the crane was moving forward and backward between two towers of the building 
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to reach optimal locations for module installation. This operation could result in 

spatial collisions between crane configurations and the building. Therefore, 

clearance identification was the most critical analysis. The 3D visualization 

identified clearances, feasible errors, and module installation sequences before 

the plans were implemented in practice. No conflicts were found in the model by 

visual observation.. 

  

   

Figure 4.5: Simulation of Liebherr LR1160  

 

Based on these three scenarios, the company selected Scenario 3 due to cost and 

time savings during crane operations. The crane stability was checked using the 

developed crane stability analysis system shown in Figure 4.6. According to the 

visualization of Scenario 3, the reaction influence chart for crane operations was 

generated as shown in Figure 4.7. Using the influence chart, it was determined 
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that the 360° swing operation of the Liebherr LR1160 was safe, and that the 

maximum ground pressure to lift a 25-ton module is 217 kPa when the crane 

swings 150° from the front (see Figure 4.8). 

 

Figure 4.6: Crane stability analyses 
 

 

Figure 4.7: Reaction influence chart for Scenario 3 
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Figure 4.8: Crawler track pressure diagram at 150° swing for Scenario 3 

 

Stability design results are summarized in Figure 4.9. 

 

Figure 4.9: Crane support design summary  
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A lifting operation sequence animation model was created using 3D Studio Max 

(3DS). The model provided the sequence for module installation, as shown in 

Figure 4.10. The visualization model checked all the clearances for successful 

crane operations using Liebherr LR1160. The model also assisted the 

construction team with proper planning of crane movement, truck arrival, and 

module installation.  

 

Figure 4.10: Proposed lifting visualization model 

 

All the lifts were critical since the clearances between the crane tail and the 

proposed building were less than half of a metre, as shown in Figure 4.11. The 

visualization model was shared with the crane operator and all members of the 

construction team. With the assistance of the developed visualization model the 

crane operator was able to perform all critical lifts successfully. Compared to the 

visualization, the actual lifting operations followed a similar sequence, and 

similar clearances between the crane and the constructed main floor were 

encountered (see Figure 4.11). Figure 4.12 illustrates the actual lifting sequences 

using the Liebherr LR1160 crawler crane. The value of the visualization model 

was in improving construction (lifting) operation efficiency while maintaining 
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worker safety. The difference between the visualization and the actual case was 

the module installation. Unlike in actual construction, 3D visualization did not 

consider human activities during module installation, which served to speed the 

module installation process, which was completed in only two working days. 

   
(a)          (b) 

Figure 4.11: Crane clearances: (a) visualization model, (b) construction site 

 

Figure 4.12: Actual lifting sequence photos 
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4.3  Case 2: 34-Storey Modular Building, Brooklyn, New York 

This analysis is based on the installation of 950 structural steel modules for a 34-

storey modular building in downtown Brooklyn, New York, USA. Tall modular 

buildings have been successfully built as high as 24-storeys, but few have been 

erected in the US, and certainly none at the proposed height of 34 storeys. One 

of the challenges that has been investigated thus far is the logistics of installing 

950 modules and shear wall components, including over 1000 lifts, on one of the 

busiest street in Brooklyn. The main floor will be constructed on site, and the 

remaining floors will be lifted into place by a tower crane. The team will be 

challenged to maintain ambitious minutes-based schedules. The schedule 

challenges on site include the logistics of sequencing the scaffolding to complete 

the building from outside while modules are erected and floors are raised. The 

general contractor decided to use a tower crane, either single- or double-jib, for 

transporting these modular units from pick location to installation location. The 

typical modular construction process using a tower crane is shown in Figure 

4.13. 

The typical floor plan and the optimal position of the crane are shown in Figure 

4.14. In order to keep the installation sequence flowing, it will be necessary to 

have a minimum of two (2) trailers (loaded with ready modules) on site to move 

the delivered modules to the lifting zone. The following assumptions have been 

considered in analyzing the project:  

1) Hoisting and luffing speeds are based on the proposed tower crane 

features. 
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2) The working day begins at 7:30 a.m. and will finish around 4:30 p.m. 

3) Critical modules will require 50% additional time for bolting/welding:  

a. modules next to shear walls; 

b. modules next to stairs/elevator shafts; and 

c. final corner modules for every floor. 

4) Modules will be unhooked at their final location once they are aligned. 

Welding/bolting will continue immediately thereafter. 

 

Figure 4.13: 34-storey modular building construction using (a) single-jib tower 

crane, or (b) double-jib tower crane 

Step 1 - Crane Selection: Based on expert analysis, without considering a 

double-jib crane, the most appropriate crane to be used on site is a 32-ton-

capacity tower crane with a 164-ft luffing jib. The operation of the proposed 32-

ton-capacity tower crane is shown in Figure 6.15. In this case, management 

wanted to compare the lifting productivity and the environmental impact of the 

selected crane with a double-jib crane with the same capacity. 
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Figure 4.14: Typical floor plan and crane location 

 

 

Figure 4.15: Luffing-jib crane operation on site 

Step 2 – Productivity Analysis: Based on the source location (module pick 

point), module placement position, and the crane position (Figure 4.14), the 

angle of each module from the source is calculated. The total rotation of the jib 

from pick point to placement to pick point is calculated for both types of cranes, 

as shown in Table 4.2. Assuming the same swing speed for both types of cranes, 

the total time for the swing of a jib to complete the different module lifting 

operations is calculated and presented in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2: Total rotation and time for swing to complete various module lifting 

operations 

Module 

No. 

Angle from 

Source 

(deg) 

Single-Jib Crane Double-Jib Crane 

Total 

Rotation 

(deg) 

Time 

(min) 

Total 

Rotation 

(deg) 

Time 

(min) 

1 135 270 1.50 180 1.00 

2 139 278 1.54 180 1.00 

3 140 280 1.56 180 1.00 

4 147 294 1.63 180 1.00 

5 123 246 1.37 180 1.00 

6 142 284 1.58 180 1.00 

7 114 228 1.27 180 1.00 

8 134 268 1.49 180 1.00 

9 105 210 1.17 180 1.00 

10 120 240 1.33 180 1.00 

11 81 162 0.90 162 0.90 

12 79 158 0.88 158 0.88 

13 78 156 0.87 156 0.87 

14 98 196 1.09 180 1.00 

15 77 154 0.86 154 0.86 

16 60 120 0.67 120 0.67 

17 47 94 0.52 94 0.52 

18 57 114 0.63 114 0.63 

19 35 70 0.39 70 0.39 

20 50 100 0.56 100 0.56 

21 29 58 0.32 58 0.32 

22 44 88 0.49 88 0.49 

23 26 52 0.29 52 0.29 

24 38 76 0.42 76 0.42 

25 21 42 0.23 42 0.23 

26 35 70 0.39 70 0.39 

27 19 38 0.21 38 0.21 

28 33 66 0.37 66 0.37 

29 28 56 0.31 56 0.31 

30 23 46 0.26 46 0.26 

31 18 36 0.20 36 0.20 

32 12 24 0.13 24 0.13 

  

Total : 25.41 
 

20.89 

The total time to place the 32 modules in each floor will be approximately 25.41 

minutes for the luffing-jib crane and approximately 20.89 minutes for the 
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double-jib crane (see Table 4.2). Thus the double-jib crane can complete the 

swing activity 17.8% faster than the luffing-jib crane. 

Optimizing tower crane activities will increase the number of modules installed 

per day. Other non-lifting activities can be adjusted to accommodate the 

scheduled crane operations by changing the resources in the simulation model. A 

visualization model for the activities is created based on scaled activity times. To 

minimize the duration of the hook-up activity, a platform is constructed up to the 

module height near the trailer arrival zone. The crew for the hooking process 

will wait on the platform, and as soon as the trailer arrives, they can start the 

hook-up activity, as shown in Figure 4.16. 

 

Figure 4.16: Hook-up activity using a platform 

The scaffolding operation for this type of modular construction is critical. 

Visualization of the scaffolding activity identifies any potential conflicts and 

minimizes the duration. Scaffolding is required in each module for bolting-

welding activities. However, each module supplied with the scaffolding set-up 

will be costly. Thus, it has been decided that each day the first two modules will 

be supplied with scaffolding setup while, for the rest of the modules, the 

scaffoldings will be transferred using the tower crane, as shown in Figure 4.17. 
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Figure 4.17: Scaffold transfer from one module to another 

Step 3 - CO2 Emissions Analysis: CO2 emissions per year for the luffing-jib 

tower crane and a double-jib crane of the same capacity can be calculated using 

Equations 3.59 to 3.61, as presented earlier in this thesis. Assuming the power 

consumption and the swing rate for the proposed luffing-jib crane are 20 kW and 

0.6 rpm, respectively, and for the double-jib crane with propellers 10 kW and 1 

rpm, respectively, the energy consumption and CO2 emissions per year are 

calculated as presented in Table 4.3. 
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Table 4.3: Energy consumption and CO2 emission comparison of luffing-jib and 

double-jib crane 

Crane Type 

Crane 

Capacity for 

Swing 

Swing 

Speed 

Energy 

Consumption  

per year (E) 

Emission 

Factor (EF) 

in Canada 

CO2 

Emissions 

per year (C) 

Luffing-Jib Crane 20 kW 0.6 rpm 
10140 

kWh/year 

465.88 

gm/kWh 

4724 

kg/year 

Double-Jib Crane 10 kW 1.0 rpm 
2280 

kWh/year 

465.88 

gm/kWh 

1062 

kg/year 

The results show that a double-jib crane emits 77.5% less CO2 than the luffing-

jib tower crane for the swing operation only. 

Step 4 - Simulation:  

A simulation model is developed using Simphony.NET3.5 (Hajjar and 

AbouRizk, 1999), as illustrated in Figure 4.18. In this model, all activity 

durations are analyzed within a triangular distribution, and 500 minutes of 

working time per day are considered. In specific, since workers are not required 

to work overtime, a total of 480 minutes (8 hours) of working time plus an hour 

lunch break is considered for each crew. The objective of the simulation model 

is to provide minute-by-minute schedules for crane operations. However, some 

unpredictable factors such as wind may affect the crane operations and, thereby, 

scheduling. The effect of wind on crane operations for a particular project, of 

course, depends on the crane type and project location. 

Mobile crane operations are more vulnerable to high wind-related failure than 

those of tower cranes (Shapira and Lyiachin, 2009). In the case study, both 

selected cranes are tower cranes, which offer the advantage of usability in higher 

wind speeds; the effect of wind is thus omitted from this simulation model. 
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However, wind gusts—instantaneous, powerful wind speeds usually lasting less 

than 20 seconds (USA National Weather Services, 2011)—can affect tower 

crane operations. For instances of wind gusts, the project manager or crane 

operator may need to make the decision to stop crane operations until it is safe to 

continue. 

 

Figure 4.18: Simulation model from Simphony.NET3.5 

The proposed schedule is also affected by traffic conditions, which may increase 

the time required to transport the module unit to the construction site. To keep 

the installation sequence flowing, a minimum of two trailers (loaded with ready 

modules) are required on site to move the delivered modules to the lifting zone. 

Ultimately, the efficiency of most crane activities varies based on the complexity 

of the work and the crew’s performance and productivity. The swing module 

activity depends on the radial distance between the pick point of the module and 

the placing point and the crane’s swinging speed. Similarly, hoist-up and hoist-

down activities depend on the hoisting speed of the crane with and without the 
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load, as well as the floor height. For a 34-storey building, the lifting height 

varies from 10 m to 110 m. Thus, hoisting the module to the 34
th

 floor (activity # 

4) can take up to seven minutes. Given that accuracy is an issue, the probability 

distribution which describes the ascending hoisting is updated for each floor. 

Figure 4.19 illustrates different activities, along with the crane operations 

involved in installing the modules.  

 

Figure 4.19: Different crane work processes 

Table 4.4 summarizes the possible durations for different types of activities 

associated with module installation at Floor 2 using a single-jib crane. One of the 

main advantages of using a double-jib crane is that the second jib is always 

ready to take on another load. Thus, use of a double-jib crane reduces the swing-
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back time of the jib and hoist-down time to take another load, and this time 

savings is considered in the simulation model (see Figure 4.18). 

Table 4.4: Possible duration for different types of activities using a single-jib 

crane at Floor 2 

Activity  Activity Description 
Duration (min) 

Pessimistic Most likely Optimistic 

1 Trailer Positioning 2 1 0 

2 Unwrap module 10 8 6 

3 Hook-up module 5 4 3 

4 Hoist up module 1 0.9 0.75 

5 Swing module 1 0.75 0.5 

6 Hoist down module 1 1 1 

7 Align module 12 10 8 

8 Unhook module 2 1 1 

9 Scaffold transfer 6 5 4 

10 
Swing back to loading 

zone 
0.75 0.5 0.4 

11 Hoist down main line 0.5 0.4 0.3 

12 
Bolt/Weld module to 

structure 
15 12 10 

13 
Fireproofing partition 

walls 
15 12 10 

14 Inspect installation 6 5 4 

Using a single-jib tower crane while satisfying all the required criteria, 20 

modules can be installed per day at Floor 2. For Floor 33, using this crane 

operation sequence, 15 modules can be installed per day. Using a double-jib 

crane, 22 modules can be installed per day at Floor 2, and 17 modules can be 

installed per day at Floor 33. Figure 4.20 illustrates the module installation per 

day on each floor using both crane types. 
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Figure 4.20: Number of module installations per day at each floor level for both 

tower cranes 

Although simulation models are routinely used in a variety of applications in 

science and engineering, it is instructive to calculate the average time 

corresponding to the case described in Table 4.5. For such a case, iX is the 

random variable representing the time for activity i. As a result, the random 

variable X gives the total time for the 14 steps, and can be expressed using 

Equation (4.1). 

 


14

1k kXX       (4.1) 

Since the random variables occurring on the right-hand side correspond to 

independent activities, the total average time can be calculated satisfying 

Equation (4.2). 

 


14

1k kXX      (4.2) 

Now, given that a triangular distribution profile is assumed for each task (Hasan 

et al. 2011), the total mean time can easily be calculated using Equation (4.3). 
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1 3i

iii cba
X      (4.3) 

Where ii ba , and ic represent the worst-case the most likely, and the best-case 

times, respectively. Using the above relationship, the expected time to install the 

first module in a day at the second floor, 58.62X minutes, is obtained 

immediately. As for the remaining modules, the installation time will decrease 

since some tasks are performed in parallel (see Figure 4.18). In fact, since the 

installation is crane-controlled, the expected installation time for subsequent 

modules is calculated using the operation cycle of the crane: swing back, hoist 

down the main line, hook up, hoist up, swing forward, hoist down, align, 

unhook, and scaffold transfer. The use of the probability density functions 

describing such a sequence of activities (see Table 4.4) in connection with 

Equation (4.3) yields the following mean installation time: 91.23X minutes. 

It is this time that is used to set up a schedule for Module #3 and following. 

Modules #1 and #2 for the given day come with scaffolding set-up; thus there is 

no need to transfer scaffolding for these modules, which makes the installation 

time approximately 20 to 21 minutes for Modules #1 and #2. Of course, 

simulation times may differ slightly, but the differences should fall within the 

limits of the chosen confidence interval. Indeed, if the sequence of installation 

times given in Table 4.4 for the second floor using a single-jib crane is 

considered, the 95% confidence interval for the mean installation time calculated 

(using the times corresponding to Module #3 and on) can be written as follows:  
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After validating the simulation model with the mathematical model, a possible 

daily crane lifting schedule for different floors is prepared which incorporates 

both types of cranes. Table 4.5 summarizes the start and finish times of a 

working day, including the installation completion time of each module at the 2
nd

 

and 34
th

 floors for both types of crane. 

The analysis shows that the double-jib tower crane operation uses resources 

more efficiently than a single-jib crane. Table 4.6 summarizes the number of 

crew members required for each activity, the start time and finish time, and the 

percentage of working time used by each crew for both types of cranes’ 

operations at Floor 2. The loading zone crew’s main responsibility is to un-wrap 

the module when delivered and assist in hooking up the module in the loading 

zone (pick point). In the building zone, crews are required to assist in un-

hooking, aligning, and positioning the module and managing scaffolding hook-

up and un-hooking operations. From Table 4.6 it can be seen that loading zone 

crews are using only 54% of their working hours. These crews can be used for 

other activities at the loading zone, if required, without any effect on the module 

installation schedule. On the other hand, building crews use around 70% of their 

working hours. Thus, if they were to be required to perform any extra activities, 

it would be more likely to create a delay in the installation process. Moreover, 

the focus of the developed simulation and visualization model is to optimize the 

activities which depend on crane operations and provide time and location 
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schedules for these activities. For each crew, the job and location will be pre-

determined as per the schedule. Crews will not seek out work; instead, the jobs 

will be assigned.  

Table 4.5: Typical module installation schedule on a given day at 2
nd

 and 34
th

 

floors using single- or double-jib crane 

 

Single-Jib Crane Double-Jib Crane 

2
nd

 Floor 34
th

 Floor 2
nd

 Floor 34
th

 Floor 

Module Time Installed Module Time Installed Module Time Installed Module Time Installed 

(Start at 7:40:00 AM) 

1
st
  8:40:00 AM 1

st
  8:45:00 AM 1

st
  8:35:00 AM 1

st
  8:40:00 AM 

2
nd

  9:00:00 AM 2
nd

  9:16:00 AM 2
nd

  8:54:00 AM 2
nd

  9:05:00 AM 

3
rd

  9:23:00 AM 3
rd

  9:47:00 AM 3
rd

  9:15:00 AM 3
rd

  9:33:00 AM 

4
th

  9:46:00 AM 4
th

  10:18:00 AM 4
th

  9:36:00 AM 4
th

  10:01:00 AM 

5
th

  10:09:00 AM 5
th

  10:49:00 AM 5
th

  9:57:00 AM 5
th

  10:29:00 AM 

6
th

  10:32:00 AM 6
th

  11:20:00 AM 6
th

  10:18:00 AM 6
th

  10:57:00 AM 

7
th

  10:55:00 AM 7
th

  11:51:00 AM 7
th

  10:39:00 AM 7
th

  11:25:00 AM 

8
th

  11:18:00 AM - Lunch Break 8
th

  11:00:00 AM 8
th

  12:53:00 AM 

9
th

  11:41:00 AM 8
th

  1:22:00 PM 9
th

  11:21:00 AM - Lunch Break 

10
th

  12:05:00 PM 9
th

  1:53:00 PM 10
th

  11:42:00 AM 9
th

  1:21:00 PM 

- Lunch Break 10
th

  2:24:00 PM 11
th

  12:03:00 PM 10
th

  1:49:00 PM 

11
th

  1:28:00 PM 11
th

  2:55:00 PM - Lunch Break 11
th

  2:17:00 PM 

12
th

  1:51:00 PM 12
th

  3:26:00 PM 12
th

  1:24:00 PM 12
th

  2:45:00 PM 

13
th

  2:14:00 PM 13
th

  3:57:00 PM 13
th

  1:45:00 PM 13
th

  3:13:00 PM 

14
th

  2:37:00 PM 14
th

  4:28:00 PM 14
th

  2:06:00 PM 14
th

  3:31:00 PM 

15
th

  3:00:00 PM 15
th

  4:59:00 PM 15
th

  2:27:00 PM 15
th

  3:59:00 PM 

16
th

  3:23:00 PM     16
th

  2:48:00 PM 16
th

  4:27:00 PM 

17
th

  3:46:00 PM     17
th

  3:09:00 PM 17
th

  4:55:00 PM 

18
th

  4:09:00 PM     18
th

  3:30:00 PM     

19
th

  4:32:00 PM     19
th

  3:51:00 PM     

20
th

  4:55:00 PM     20
th

  4:12:00 PM     

        21
st
  4:33:00 PM     

        22
nd

  4:55:00 PM     
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Table 4.6: Utilization of different type of resources at Floor 2 

Crew Type No. Start Finish 

Available 

Time 

(min) 

Active 

(min) 

Idle 

(min) 

% of 

Utilization 

Single-Jib Crane 

Loading Zone 4 7:40:00 AM 4:40:00 PM 480 260 220 54% 

Crane Operator 1 7:45:00 AM 4:45:00 PM 480 457 23 95% 

On Building 6 7:50:00 AM 4:50:00 PM 480 320 160 67% 

Bolt and Welding 4 7:55:00 AM 4:55:00 PM 480 300 180 63% 

Fireproofing and Inspection 4 8:00:00 AM 5:00:00 PM 480 400 80 83% 

Double-Jib Crane 

Loading Zone 4 7:40:00 AM 4:40:00 PM 480 286 194 60% 

Crane Operator 1 7:45:00 AM 4:45:00 PM 480 472 8 98% 

On Building 6 7:50:00 AM 4:50:00 PM 480 352 128 73% 

Bolt and Welding 4 7:55:00 AM 4:55:00 PM 480 330 150 69% 

Fireproofing and Inspection 4 8:00:00 AM 5:00:00 PM 480 440 40 92% 

 

From the above four steps it can be seen that the selected double-jib crane is 

more feasible, productive, and environmental-friendly crane than the selected 

luffing-jib crane. However, installation of the double-jib crane on a downtown 

street of a busy city creates major challenges and increases the cost of 

installation. Thus, it is recommended that the project manager perform a cost-

benefit analysis before finalizing the crane selection. Again, the final selection of 

the crane also depends upon the management policy, crane ownership, and 

availability of technical support. 
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4.4  Case 3: Industrial Project, Saskatoon, SK  

The proposed crane selection methodology has been tested in an industrial 

project in Saskatoon, Canada where three different industrial buildings need to 

be constructed. The heaviest load, an Electrical Switch-room Module, weighs 

102 tons. The project duration is approximately one year. The project team needs 

to select the most efficient crane for Building #1 (see Figure 4.21) that satisfies 

the lift requirements of configuration flexibility and mobility.  

 

Figure 4.21: Three different simulation options: (a) one 440-ton crawler crane, 

(b) one 128-ton tower crane on rail, and (c) two 128-ton tower cranes 

 

Step 1 - Crane Selection: Using the crane selection automated system as 

described in Section 3.2.2, three cranes were selected: a 440-ton capacity crawler 

crane with a maximum reach of 142 m, a 300-ton capacity crawler crane with a 
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maximum reach of 100 m, and a 128-ton capacity tower crane with a maximum 

reach of 78 m.  

Step 2 - Simulation: It is assumed that the building erection sequence allows the 

crane to access lifting equipment and maintain proper boom clearances. The 

mobile crane must maintain a distance of 6 m between the west edge of the 

building and the crane’s center of rotation. The 440-ton-capacity crawler crane 

can lift all the loads while satisfying all the constraints described in Stage 2 of 

the proposed methodology. However, the 300-ton-capacity crawler crane fails to 

lift some of the critical loads. The crane capacity at the radius and boom angle 

required to lift the critical load, with a 15% reduction for safety, is less than the 

total weight with the attachment (approximately 20 tons), and therefore this 

particular crane was removed from further analysis. The 128-ton-capacity tower 

crane can lift all the loads when it is on the rail, which is located within 6 m of 

the building edge. Two 128-ton-capacity tower cranes are required to complete 

the same operation from fixed crane positions. The simulation results thus 

provide three options: (1) a 440-ton-capacity crawler crane on a mat (see Figure 

4.21a); (2) a 128-ton-capacity tower crane on a rail (see Figure 4.21b); and (3) 

two 128-ton-capacity tower cranes at fixed locations (see Figure 4.21c). 

Step 3 - Wind Effect Analysis: As outlined in the methodology section, the daily 

wind speed data for the case study location, Saskatoon, has been collected 

(Tutiempo, 2011). The cumulative frequency of the collected data was then 

plotted (Figure 3.57). The figure shows the daily average, maximum sustained, 

and wind gust speeds recorded in Saskatoon in 2010. The maximum allowable 
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wind speed limits for the selected cranes are superimposed in the plot. The effect 

of wind on the crane operations have been summarized in Table 3.5. 

Step 4: CO2 Emission Analysis 

Cranes consume a significant amount of fuel and power, which transform into 

CO2 emissions. Crane selection has great potential to provide environmental 

benefits without sacrificing productivity. For this study, emission factors (EFs) 

were generated from the NONROAD2005 model for the 2006 calendar year 

(EPA, 2006). In order to identify a technique to reduce mobile crane CO2 

emissions, fuel consumption rates for different periods are required. It is 

assumed that the crane operates 10 hours per day, including 1 hour for start-up, 5 

hours operating at full throttle, and 4 hours idling. The selected 440-ton crawler 

crane has a diesel OM 501 LA engine which uses 260 kW of power and idles at 

560 rpm (Argonne National Laboratory, 2010). Table 4.7 summarizes the CO2 

emissions for the crawler crane at full throttle and while idling. 

Table 4.7: CO2 emission calculation for a 440-ton crawler crane at full throttle 

and while idling 

Type of 

mobile 

crane 

nc 
Power  

kW 

LF 

Hrs/day 

A 

Das/yr 
EF 

CCE 

tons/yr 

440-ton 

crawler 

crane 

1 

full throttle 

260 
5 260 721.4 g/kW-hr 268.7 

Start & idle 5 260 5344.52 g/h 7.66 

The selected 128-ton tower crane is one of the largest luffing jib cranes 

available. It is assumed that during the 5 hours at full throttle, 25% of the time is 

spent swinging and 75% hoisting. The energy needed for full throttle for the 
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tower crane is 587.5 kWh. During the 5 hours comprising start-up and idle time, 

the energy needed for air conditioning, heating, and lighting is 25 kWh. Thus, 

the cross-Canada greenhouse gas (GHG) emission factor, 465.88g/kWh, 

multiplied by the total kWh is the total CO2 emissions for each tower crane’s 

cycle. Table 4.9 summarizes the CO2 emission for the selected tower crane at 

full throttle and idling state. 

With two tower cranes operating in tandem, each crane’s full throttle time is 

lowered by 50% and the idle time increased by around 50%. Table 4.8 

summarizes the CO2 emissions for the selected tower cranes at full throttle and 

idling, assuming that during the 2.5-hour full throttle time, 25% is spent 

swinging and 75% hoisting. The energy needed for full throttle for the tower 

crane is 293.75 kWh. During the 7.5-hour idle time, the energy required for air 

conditioning, heating, and lighting is 37.5 kWh. 

Table 4.8: Calculation for tower crane’s CO2 emissions 

Type of tower 

crane 
nc  

Power × LF 

(kW-

hrs/day) 

A 

(Das/yr) 

EF  

(g/kW-

hr) 

CCE 

(tons/yr) 

128 ton 

Tower Crane 
1 

Full 

throttle 
587.5 260 465.88 78.42 

Idle 20 260 465.88 2.67 

128 ton 

Tower Crane 
2 

Full 

throttle 
293.75 260 465.88 78.42 

Idle 37.5 260 465.88 10.01 

Step 5 - Cost Analysis: Based on consultations with various construction 

companies and lift engineers, crane cost scores were estimated for each sub-

category and the impact scores of the cost sub-categories on the overall lifting 

cost were identified (see Figure 3.58). The overall cost utility score of these three 
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options is calculated satisfying Equations (3.69) and (3.70), as presented in 

Figure 3.56. 

The best option considering cost can be calculated satisfying Equation (3.71). 

The selected crawler crane option is expected to be more cost-effective than the 

other two options. The two 128-ton tower cranes option has a low score, 

meaning it is an expensive option; however, having two cranes instead of one 

will increase the productivity of construction, which can reduce the overall cost 

of the project.  

Step 6 – Results Comparison: Table 4.9 summarizes the wind, CO2, and cost 

analyses for the three feasible options provided in Step 2. The mobile crane 

operations are to be shut down for around 3% of the total project duration (in 

days) based on maximum sustained wind speed, and more than 30% when taking 

into account maximum wind gusts. Wind gusts can affect a few hours of 

operation during a working day. Thus, both sustained high wind speeds and wind 

gusts will extend by at least 15% the project duration (in days) of crawler crane 

operations, whereas the tower crane can operate safely under both of these wind 

conditions. Furthermore, the selected tower crane emits less CO2 than the 

selected mobile crane. The cost is represented by calculating a unit-less measure 

called “cost utility score” using Equations (3.69) to (3.71). Using Equation 

(3.74), the Euclidean distances for all the options can be calculated and the most 

appropriate crane identified. Using this approach, Option 2—one-128-ton tower 

crane on rail—was identified. However, the final selection of the crane depends 
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on management’s policies, crane ownership, and availability of technical 

support. 

Table 4.9: Summary of different analyses 

Simulation Options 
Wind 

Operational per 

Year 

CO2 

Emission 

(tons/yr) 

Cost 

Score 

Euclidean 

distance 

Option 1 (440-ton crawler 

crane) 
85% 276.36 16.0 0.72 

Option 2 (128-ton tower 

crane on rail)  
100% 81.09 15.5 0.03 

Option 3 (Two 128-ton 

tower cranes) 
100% 88.43 6.0 0.63 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 

5.1  Research Summary 

This research has been motivated by the large number of cranes used in the 

construction industry and the consequent need to improve crane operations. This 

thesis has described a crane selection methodology which considers some 

important factors including stability and wind effect. The primary focus of the 

crane selection methodology has been to select the most feasible crane in terms 

of performance, environmental footprint, and cost. This thesis has aimed to 

develop an algorithm to assist practitioners in planning detailed schedules for 

crane operations integrated with visualization. This thesis has presented a new 

approach to integrate crane support reactions, along with wind speed and 

direction, into building information modeling (BIM). Integrating crane stability 

analysis with BIM will bring a new dimension to BIM thinking. Including wind 

speed and direction and support reaction information in the visualization model 

will assist lift engineers to schedule crane operations more efficiently. The 

proposed methodology identifies instances of instability, which will assist in 

preventing crane accidents caused by poor design practices. 

To these ends, the proposed methodology described in this research can assist 

with the proper planning of operations for both mobile cranes and tower cranes, 

as well as in utilizing resources efficiently. The developed methodology has 

been incorporated into the “D-Crane” and “Crane 2007” databases, which are 
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designed to house information about construction cranes, including the 

geometrics, weight, and lifting capacity of commercially-available cranes. The 

stability analysis and vessel lift optimization system were developed using 

Microsoft Visual Basic
TM

 in order to control the data-integrity as well as to 

provide a user-friendly interface.  

5.2  Research Contributions 

The current practice in crane operations is inconsistent, costly, and time-

consuming. Researching more effective ways to perform crane selection and 

design will establish best practices within the construction industry. Automating 

and optimizing heavy lift crane configurations can enhance the planning process 

and cost efficiency. The methodology presented in this thesis can potentially 

benefit many aspects of current construction practice. A partial list of the 

contributions of this research is summarized below: 

o Mobile Crane Support Reaction: In current practice, design of the mobile 

crane support system has been carried out manually based on a number 

of rules of thumb without calculating the proper reaction of the outrigger 

or crawler track. This research has described the development of an 

automated system for the analysis of crane support reaction. The 

developed automated system provides its users with additional graphics 

in the form of 2D reaction influence charts supporting the visualization of 

the forces being exerted upon the outriggers or crawler tracks for the 

planned lift. 
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o Tower Crane Location Optimization: Several researchers have developed 

approaches to assist practitioners in optimizing site layout. In these 

approaches some constraints such as safety, time and costs are taken into 

account to determine the best possible crane locations. However, none of 

the approaches considered the effect of crane support reactions due to the 

reach from crane base to pick points or set points and weight of the lifted 

load. Thus, using these developed approaches to select the best possible 

crane and location cannot necessarily result in an optimum crane 

selection. This research presents a methodology to optimize crane and 

source locations through evaluating moments created on the crane base. 

The key contribution of the proposed mythology is that it optimizes the 

load moments for all lifted loads which can assist in selecting the best 

possible crane and thus results in optimum crane location. 

o Crane Swing Information: The proposed methodology produces a 

reaction influence chart which shows the relationship between a crane 

support reactions and the crane swing angles and vertical boom angles to 

the ground. The reaction influence chart provides 2D visualizations 

which can help contractors or crane operators to control the direction of 

crane swing and changing boom positions for a particular crane 

operation. These visualizations are much more understandable than the 

crane load charts provided by manufacturers. 

o Wind Effect Information: Traditionally, mobile cranes have been used for 

heavy industrial construction projects; however, to prevent safety 
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hazards, mobile crane operation is stopped during high-wind conditions, 

affecting the schedule and budget. Alternatively, tower cranes can 

withstand higher wind speeds, and thus are less prone to schedule delays 

and budget increases during these conditions. Considering both crane 

types (mobile and tower), this thesis presents a methodology for selecting 

cranes on industrial construction sites based on lifting configuration, 

operating efficiency considering wind effects on the selection process. 

The proposed methodology evaluates the wind’s effect on the crane 

operation by calculating the support reaction and provides the 

information about possible stoppage of the selected crane operations due 

to strong wind. 

o Carbon Emission of Crane Operations: This thesis presents a 

methodology to quantify and assess the environmental footprint (CO2 

emissions) associated with the crane operations. Analyzing the CO2 

emissions of crane operations can assist practitioners to select 

environmental-friendly cranes, thereby reducing unnecessary CO2 

emissions and energy consumption.  

o Cost Effective Crane Selection: The proposed crane cost scoring method 

can assist lift engineers to identify the economical cranes for the duration 

of the project. Again, currently cranes on construction sites are relocated 

many times in order to accommodate the delivery schedule and the 

delays in the arrival of modules on site. These relocations contribute to 

project delays and cost over-runs. Through simulation, optimized heavy-
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lift crane configurations can enhance the planning process and cost 

efficiency.  

o Worker safety: An additional benefit of crane operations improvement is 

its focus on worker safety. Proper planning of crane operations and 

provision of the outputted information to all personnel involved in the 

project can eliminate the potential hazards of crane utilization. The 

visualization model of the lifting process can be shared with the crane 

operator, the lifting crews, and engineers, which will assist in addressing 

any potential conflicts between objects and the cranes, thus creating safer 

worksites. 

o Better practices within the industry: The current practice in crane 

operations is inconsistent, costly, and time-consuming. Researching more 

effective ways to select and plan crane operations can serve to establish 

best practices within the construction industry. This research offers an 

approach by which to standardize operations for large projects involving 

multiple heavy lifts, such as modular construction or Oil-Sands projects. 

5.3  Research Assumptions and Limitations 

The methodology described in this research retrieves the crane’s geometric 

information from either the “D-Crane” database or the “Crane 2007” database, 

depending upon the user’s requirements. If any required data is missing in either 

of these databases, the user must provide the correct values for each of the 

missing data. One of the limitations of this research is that it requires some 

geometric information, such as the center of gravity for each crane component, 
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which is not ordinarily given in the literature from the manufacturer. However, if 

manufacturers recognize that there are increasing demands for these data, they 

may begin to include them in their crane manuals in the future.  

The calculations of forces carried out in this methodology are all based on static 

analysis and equilibrium; the dynamic effect due to movement during the lifting 

process has not been taken into consideration. The calculations of angles have 

assumed constant lengths for all members. This research also assumes that the 

ground area of a construction site is flat and can safely support cranes. The 

methodology assumes a sufficient soil-bearing capacity of the ground area where 

the crane will operate based on the geotechnical soil report. Another limitation of 

this research is that the methodology to calculate support reactions for the wind 

speed is approximate and static. 

5.4  Recommendations for Future Work 

While this proposed research has explored the prospect of improving crane 

operations through an integrated model of selection, optimization, and 

automation, there are some areas that may require further research. These 

include: 

o Development of a methodology for dynamics analysis of crane stability 

and comparison with static analysis; 

o Optimization of the crane path for mobile crane operations; 

o Development of an information model for crane operations using IFC 

(Industry Foundation Classes) to integrate all the developed systems 
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described in this thesis (i.e., crane selection system, vessel lift 

optimization system, crane support reaction system, wind analysis 

spreadsheet, 3D model) to one single system; 

o Development of innovative device design systems for construction 

heavy lift operations and integrate with the developed crane selection 

automation system. 
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